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THE LEAK occuTed in this comeT of the gondola," explains C. Vincent Shortt, su111ivoT of 
last Sunday's balloon accident during a pTess confeTence yesteTday at BCMC. Shortt was 
Tele_ased fTom the hospital ThuTsday and plans to Tetum to his home in Notth CaTolina. 
Survivor of balloon accident 
recounts tragic happenings 
Kent Kullby 
Two people who died in Sunday's 
hot air balloon accident were invited 
onto the balloon at the last minute, 
said C. Vincent Shortt, who sur-
vived the accident that killed four 
people. 
''We were just getting ready to go 
when Joe (the pilot) looked around 
and said 'We have room for two 
more. Why don't you come along?' 
Up until60 seconds prior to to going 
up, Dick Wirth and Christina Robin-
son were not planning to go,'' Shortt 
told reporters as he was leaving 
UNM/BCMC Hospital to return 
home to Grover, N.C., Thursday. 
Shortt said his own passage on the 
"El Globo Grande" was just a mat-
ter of circumstance as well. "I got 
into town that day and had no ride 
arranged,'' he said. Balloon official 
Tom Rutherford introduced him to 
the ''Globo" Pilot Joe Gonzales 
who said he had room in the balloon 
gondola for Shortt. 
The 12-story balloon held nine 
passengers including Thomas and 
Ann Speer of Lakewood, Colo.; 
Barbara Mardyla of North Canton, 
Ohio; Nick and Pamela Brainard 
who recently moved to Albuquerque 
to attend the UNM School of Law; 
the pilot Gonzales, the balloon's de-
signer Wirth, of London; Robinson, 
also of London; and Shortt. 
They provided a ''wonderful con-
versation,'' during the hour and a 
half flight before the tragedy occur-
red. "Pam was joking that she was 
three-and-a-half months pregnant 
and was going to get morning sick-
ness," he said. The flying weather 
was ideal for ballooning, and the 
crew landed on a Rio Grande sand-
bar to take pictures, he said. 
''About five minutes after taking 
off from the sand bar, the pilot said 
we were down to two tanks (of prop-
ane) and needed to find a place to 
land," Shortt said. The crew de-
cided to land in a field west of the 
river. 
The pilot told the passengers to 
grab the gondola rope and be pre-
pared for a slight jolt, Shortt said. 
''The immediate impact of the 
gondola to the ground touched off a 
voluminous cloud of propane from 
the tanks. Joe turns to his right to fix 
the tanks. Almost instantaneously 
the propane hit the flames above, 
and there was a sudden burst of 
flames. Everything was on fue/' he 
said. 
Shortt was standing next to the 
two leaking tanks. "My fiJ'St instinct 
was to get away from the fue. When 
I turned, I grabbed Barbara and we 
both rolled out,'' he said. Gonzales 
and Shortt were both on fire. Mardy· 
la and Tom Speer helped them put 
out the fire. Meanwhile the balloon 
climbed abruptly with Ann Speer 
hanging from the gondola, Shortt 
said. 
"Tom yelled to Ann to please let 
go. From about 30 feet she h:t go and 
was the last person to survive the 
accident," Shortt said. 
Shortt said he saw the tanks ex-
plode and three bodies on fire fall 
from the balloon. The balloon chas-
ers were present and ran to the 
bodies after they hit the muddy field. 
''They came back very shaken 
and only said' He's a mess,' '' Shortt 
said. 
·shortt said he lost consciousness 
and was taken to the UNM/BCMC 
Hospital where he was treated for 
second and fiJ'St degree burns on his 
head, face and left hand. 
"I still believe ballooning is the 
safest form of flight and I hope the 
accident has not put a cloud of doom 
over the sport," he said. 
Shortt came to the balloon fiesta 
to continue filming a movie called 
"Hot Heir" a 3-D comedy based on 
ballooning. 
Students sign. petition; 
more computers needed 
Robert Wood 
Computer Science students col-
lected 368 signatures on a petition 
demanding more computer termin· 
als and line printers and access to 
computers in the Engineering Annex 
24-hours-a-day, seven days a week. 
Computer Science Department 
Chairman C.leve B. Moler said the 
petition will be presented for review 
to the Engineering College and the 
university administration. He said 
the students demands were valid -
but were nothing new to the depart-
ment. 
''The money has to come from 
somewhere," Moler said. "The 
university's budget makes the ques-
tion 'Who do you take the money 
from?'." 
year three smaller computers have 
been added for students' use, he • · 
said. 
Moler said they also have more 
dial-up lines and terminals, and 22 
percent more students than last year. 
The department also has more up-
per-division students making 
heavier demands on the systems 
than ever before, he said. 
He said the petition was the result 
of the expanding expectations of stu-
dents who are beginnitlg to see the 
possibilities within the department. 
UNM's computer science stu-
dents are "quite fortunate," be-
cause the department here is better 
than most he said. Beginners in col-
lege programs at Las Cruces, Arizo-
na and Utah . begin working with 
computer cards or primitive equip-
ment, he said. At UNM, all students 
use the same equipment, he said. 
. ' ;l,·,""~' ............ J :l 
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Presidential search 
arouses speculation 
Craig Chrissinger 
Stephanie Dominguez 
The Board of Regents and the 
Presidential Search Committee will 
·meet together in a closed meeting at 
10 a.m. today in the Roberts Room 
of Scholes Hall to exchange in-
formation about candidates for the 
vacant UNM president's post. 
Anne Brown, university secret-
ary, said the committee met its re-
quirements Oct. I by giving the Re-
gents a list of approximately eight 
names for their consideration. The 
meeting between the two groups is 
to discuss the finalists' list. · 
Any guessing about what will be 
discussed at the meeting is "pure 
speculation," Brown said. It is not 
known whether the Regents will 
make a decision on releasing the 
names at the meeting or if that deci-
sion will be made later. Also not 
known is whether the Regents will 
consider looking at people not on the 
committee's list. 
If the Regents do decide to release 
the finalists' names, the names will 
be released sometime in the future 
and not today, Brown sai~. 
An article in the Oct. 1 Albuquer-
que Journal stated that Regents 
Chairman Henry Jaramillo said the 
Regents will not be bound by the list 
of finalists in selecting a new presi-
dent. 
The Graduate Student Associa-
tion passed a resolution at its Oct. 2 
meeting requesting that the Regents 
follow the procedure they originally 
set up and select a president from the 
names submitted by the committee, 
Steven Kramer, Faculty Senate 
president, also expressed a concern 
that the Regents should choose from 
the list when malcing the presidential 
selection, 
In addition, the ASUNM Senate 
passed a resolution Sept, 29 asking 
the Regents to consider the selection 
of a New Mexico resident for UNM 
president. 
The 14-member committee, 
chaired by Chester C. Travelstead 
ended its work Oct. 1 when it sub: 
mitted a list of eight names to the 
Regents. The screening process be-
gan in July with approximately 217 
applicants and nominees. 
Balloons to rise 
UNM men's Athletic Director has 
arranged for 6,500 balloons to be 
given to students in the east stands to 
be launched at the UNM-BYU foot-
ball game Saturday morning. 
UNM Athlo,.tic Director John 
Bridgers has requested that all stu-
dents are to arrive by 11:15 a.m. 
Saturday to recieve the balloons for 
launching when the Lobos take the 
field. 
The balloons will be inflated by 
the men's swimming team and dis-
tributed by UNM fraternities. 
"What a sight it will be when the 
balloons go up against the back drop 
of the Sandias," Bridgers said. 
"This is our chance to show the peo-
ple how much enthusiasm we have 
here at UNM." 
Rape awareness planned 
Rape Awareness Week, a week 
sponsored by community organiza-
tions, has many events scheduled 
between Oct. 9 and 16. 
The purpose of the week is to cre-
ate an awareness that rape is a com-
munity problem, to educate the pub-
lic and help develop community-
wide solutions to the problems rape 
creates. 
At 9:30 a.m. Saturday, a 
women's run is scheduled from the 
Civic Plaza to Tiguex Park. Reg-
istration is $3 (which includes T-
shirts). After the run, there will be 
IJ!USic by Sue Young and self-
defense to music by the Martial Arts 
Theater Company. 
At 8 p.m. Saturday, Sweet Honey 
in the Rocktt' will play in concert at 
the KiMo Theater (Fifth and Cen-
tral). Tickets are $7 in advance and 
$8 at the door. For childcare during 
the concert call 266-0022. 
For more information, call 277-
3716 or 277-3854. 
Rtndy Montoyt The department has been ~dding 
new equipment, he said. Last year 
the department had only one compu• 
ter, the Instructional-VAX. This 
Computer cards are still in use at 
UNM, but only as scratch paper or 
for inter-office memos, he said. 
DONATIONS of blood by •tudents •ut.h a• C.thiNn Bowman hfllp the United Way. LoTi 
Gorn• worked yHtflrday In the baN,ent of Hokona Hall Nothing donor'• f••,.· 
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.1rLLI7D1~ati_onal News 
Sub tried to 
break out 
BERGA, Sweden -The Swedish 
navy ex:pandcd its hunt Thursday 
a11d dropped eight more depth 
charges ncar a suspected Soviet sub-
marine that officals suspect tried to 
break out from a week-long trap in a 
narrow Baltic inlet. 
The expansion of the search 
raised speculation that another fore-
ign submarine may be hiding outside 
the Musko naval base, Sweden's 
largest and most restricted naval 
facility comprised of an under-
ground network of shipyards, work-
shops ;md radar rooms. Officials re-
fused to comment. 
Patrol boats dropped the 220-
pound explosives after sonar de-
tected underwater movement ncar a 
narrow point in Horsfjardcn Bay, 
blockaded with a combination of 
underwater steel nets, wires and 
ships anchored to the inlet floor. 
Naval officials confirmed sonar 
had picked up underwater move-
ment "close" to the blockade area. 
Earlier contacts were registered 2 to 
J miles to the south, indicating the 
suspected sub had moved a con-
siderable distance, 
''The fact that something has 
been seen (on sonar) moving in wa-
ters close to the northern barrier 
naturally leads to speculation about 
a break-out attempt," Adm. Bror 
Stefansson said. 
More than 30 depth charges have 
been detonated in the search for the 
submarine, which was first spotted 
last Friday in the 4-mile-wide .chan-
nel near Musko. 
Although the search had been 
centered in Horsfjarden Bay, the 
hunt was expanded north toward 
Mysingen Buy, which opens direct-
ly into the Baltic Sea - an easy 
escape route for any foreign sub-
marine. 
Mexico considers 
joining OPEC 
CARACAS, Venezuela- Mex-
ican Oil Minister Jose Andre~ 
Otcyza said Thursday his country 
considers itself close to OPEC and 
"is observing how the situation is 
developing before making a deci-
sion" to become a member. 
Oteyza said, however, that any 
move to join the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries will 
The discoveries continue ... 
be in the hands of the new Mexican 
President Miguel de La Madrid, 
who takes office Dec. I . 
Otcyza arrived in Caracas to take 
part in a meeting of the Latin Amer-
ican Energy Organization beginning 
Thursday. 
Venezuela, a founding member of 
OPEC, and Mexico are Latin Amer-
ica's largest oil producers and ex-
porters. 
Asked about Mexico joining 
OPEC, Oteyza toJd reporters that 
such a possibility "was viewed with 
interest at one time, " 
''We feel some solidarity with 
OPEC, we have a great ammount of 
similar clements, common interests 
and there was a time when we were 
studying that possibility with in-
terest," he said, 
"But that coincided with internal 
difficulties in OPEC, among them 
the open war between Iran and Iraq, 
and it appeared to us that it wasn't 
the opportune moment" to join the 
organization, Oteyza said. 
National News 
Stocks soar; biggest 
buying spree ever 
NEW YORK - Propelled by a re-
cord 147,07 million shares, stock 
prices soared to a 15-month high 
Thursday as Wall Street celebrated a 
reduction in interest rates with the 
biggest buying spree in history. 
The nation's major banks fueled 
the surge by cutting their prime lend-
ing rate to 13 percent from 13V2 per-
cent amid speculation the Federal 
Reserve wiii allow money supply to 
grow to help the ailing economy. 
The Dow Jones industrial aver-
age, which soared 37.07 points 
Wednesday in its se.cond biggest 
gain ever, climbed another 21.71 
points to 965.97, the highest level 
since it finished at 967,66 on July I, 
1981. 
Combined with Wednesday's 
surge, second only to the 38.81-
point rally Aug. 17, the Dow has 
gained 189,05 points since the rally 
began on Aug. 12 at the 776.92 
level. 
The record New York Stock Ex-
ch:.mge volume of 147,070,000 
shares, up from the 93,570,000 
traded Wednesday, surpassed the 
previous record of 137,280,000 mil-
lion traded Aug. 26. 
The NYSE transaction tape ran 36 
minutes late as orders poured in so 
rapidly brokers could not fill them 
immediately. 
The New York Stock Exchange 
index soared 1.57 to 73.77, the 
highest level since it hit 75.10 on 
Today Hughes Aircraft 
Company is creating a 
new world with electronics. 
Ja 1947 a man flew the Flying Boat, 
"Hercules" - the largest airplane in the world. 
The man was Howard Robard Hughes. 
His ingenious ideas arid explorations brought new 
discoveries in aerodynamics, communications, 
avionics, electronics ... 
And the early years of Hughes Aircraft Company. 
'Ieday, BugbH ao lo .... r ltaUda alrplnH 
but the discoveries and exploration of ideas 
continue. · 
The company's long history of technological firsts, 
including the first working laser, first 3-D radar, and 
firSt synchronous-orbit spacecraft, position Hughes 
as a world leader in loday's electronics industry. If 
yout degree is in: 
• Electrical Mechanicai,Manufacturing,or Industrial 
Engineering • Materials • Computer Science 
• physics o Industrial/Electronic Technology 
Find out how you can be part of the continuing 
Hughes Story In twelve Southern California locations 
and Tucson, Arizona. 
Hughes Story. Write yourself ln. 
Hughes Corporate College Relations 
P.O. Box 90515, Dept. NC 
Los Angeles, CA 90009 
Hughes representatives will be on campus 
October ZS 
(See your placement office for an appointment.) 
E(ioal OpportuO•IY Employer/US C•llzensh•P Requited 
Creating a 11eu: u:orld with electronic;, 
r------------------, 
Write yourself ia.l~.~!!.~-~-~j 
Aug. 21,1981. Thepriceofanaver-
age share increased 65 cents and the 
paper value of all NYSE issues in-
creased by approximately $23.55 
billion. 
Standard & Poor's 500-stock in-
dex climbed 3.61 to 128,80, a 1982 
high, Advances routed declines 
1,379-337 among the 1,982 issues 
traded. 
Experts see 10% 
jobless or more 
WASHINGTON - Industry and 
labor economists predicted Thurs-
day the September unemployment 
rate will set a post-Depression re-
cord of at least 10 percent, providing 
Democrats with added fuel for the 
November elections. 
When the Labor Department's 
Bureau of Labor Statistics releases 
the data, President Reagan's foes 
will be geared for a media blitz to 
exploit the situation, with the con-
gressional elections only 24 days 
away. 
A speciality steel labor manage-
ment group, citing unemployment 
of more than 50 percent in that in-
dustry, petitioned Reagan Thursday 
to stop the imports and called for a 
national day of mourning Oct. 15 
when the Crucible Mill of Colt In-
dustries at Midland, Pa., shuts 
down, costing about 5,000 jobs. 
The predictions of many econom-
ists that the jobless rate could reach 
as high as 10.2 percent relied on a 
separate report of joblessness among 
those covered by unemployment in-
surance. 
In July and August, the overall 
unemployment rate was at a post-
World War If high of 9.8 percent, 
with I 0. 8 million Americans listed 
as unemployed, 
The Labor Department Thursday 
reported nearly 4.4 mill ion 
claimants for unemployment insur-
ance benefits during the week ended 
Sept. 18, the week the Census 
Bureau surveyed households to de-
termine the overall September un-
employment rate. 
Jerry Jasinowski, economist for 
the National Association of Manu-
facturers, said he thought the rate 
would exceed I 0 percent "because 
of the combination of the recession 
and the increases in the labor 
force." 
State and Local News 
Judge declines 
to award damages 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.- A 
federal judge has ordered a man to 
stop disseminating information link-
ing the Procter & Gamble Co. to 
satanism and devil worship. 
However, U.S. District Judge 
Edwin Mechem Wednesday de-
clined to award the finn damages 
from the man, Elma Ed Pruitt of 
Clovis. 
Pruitt was the defendant in one of 
five lawsuits filed throughout the 
country as part of an effort to stop 
what the firm caJled "vicious and 
totally unfounded'' rumors that have 
circulated the past two years. 
Procter & Gamble said in its suit 
Pruitt distributed a flier alleging the 
P&G trademark of a man in the 
moon gazing at 13 stars was evi-
dence of a link between the company 
and satanism. 
A company spokesman said the 
trademark was registered with the 
U.S: Patent Office in 1882, with the 
13 st~rs representing the original 
colomes. 
I 
i 
AINT THE TOWN RED 
(YELLOW, NAVY, ROYAL, GREEN, WHITE) 
IN PANDORA'S CLASSIC SHETLAND 
Here's a real softy ... with out-spoken colors. It's the classic 
sweater you' II be seeing all over campus this season. You' II 
see it draped over shoulders, topping off jeans, brightening 
up skirts. Pandora's shetland, in six bold colors. Machine 
washable, 100% acrylic, 5-M-L, 18.00 
Goldwaters junior Shop 
Learn the secrets of self im-
provement: GOLDWATERS 
CAREERS, INC. for men and 
women. If you'd like to 
improve your image, and 
you're on a budget ... 
Careers, Inc. isforyou.lnjust 
one hour, our fashion con-
sultants will help you update 
and coordinate your ward-
robe to suit your budget, 
lifestyle, and professional 
image. And it's all free, from 
Goldwaters. For an appoint-
ment, call 883-3600, ext. 225 
·Pnge ·3, New Melded D'aily Lobo, October'S, 1982 
'We welcome 
Goldwaters Coronado Center. Shop Mon. thru Fri. 10 am to 9 pm 
The American Express Card. ~--.JJ Sat. 10am to 6pm Sun~ 12 noon to5pm 6600Menaul Blvd. NE 883-3_600 
l 
' '• 
Editorial 
Subliminal sex still used to draw movie viewers 
Hollywood's reigning sex idol 
is not getting the recognition he 
deserves. The overnight sensa-
tion has won the hearts, minds 
and money of countless 
moviegoers in his new boxof· 
flee-smash movie, "E.T. The Ex-
tra-Terrestrial." The leading man 
in Steven Spielberg's biggest 
fantasy-adventures ever is E.T. 
himself. 
It's easy, at first, to overlook 
E.T.'s appeal as a cinema sex 
symbol. Spielberg wanted his 
E.T. "to sneak up on you.'' He 
admitted his diminutive creature 
was "fat ..• and not pretty.'' But 
something about E.T. grows on 
you. The adorable alien appears 
to represent stars like Burt 
Reynolds, Humphrey Bogart, 
Alan Aida, Maurice Chevalier 
and Elvis Presley reduced to their 
lowest common denominator; 
E.T. is, short and simple, phallic. 
Strip E.T. of his role as the 
abandoned alien who befriends 
Elliot after the pubescent boy's 
parents ~;epa rate -look beyond 
his atrophied arms and legs and 
tho~;e sad, Einstein-like eyes, and 
what's left is a phallus created by 
Spielberg and designer Carlo 
Rambaldi. It'~; got a long skinny 
neck supporting a bulbous head, 
wrinkled purplish-brown skin, 
and a bag-like belly that glows 
whenever he longs for "home." 
The $1 million sex symbol was 
designed with 65 points of move· 
ment capable of more than 160 
motions. Submerged in Spiel-
berg's banal science fiction story 
is a fantasy about sexual discov-
ery and fulfillment for the whole 
family. 
Sex symbols are nothing new. 
They are not the invention of the 
entertainment or advertising in· 
dustries. They date back to the 
beginnings of culture. In fact, 
sexual symbolism was originally 
religious in nature. The Venus of 
Willendorf, an anatomically ex-
aggerated stone fertility fetish 
dating back to about 15,000 B.C., 
is a popular example, Ancient 
gods like Priapus, Mithrus and 
Bacchus were often represented 
as arect organs of generation. 
The serpent and the wild bull 
(think Budweiser) were among 
the animals used to symbolize 
sexuality. 
We were warned in the 1970s 
of the techniques of sexual ex· 
ploitation used in the media to 
sell products and perpetuate 
ideas. Wilson Bryan Key, in his 
books "Subliminal Seduction'' 
and "Media Sexploitation," unc· 
overed numerous ways televi· 
sion, newspapers, music, maga-
zines and movies manipulate 
potential consumer's basic sex 
drive to seduce them to buy, buy, 
buy. 
If anything hits home in "E.T. 
The Extra-Terrestrial," it's that 
subliminal sexual stimuli are still 
employed by the media indus-
try- and quite effectively. 
"E. T.'' has grossed in excess of 
$150 million and is expected to 
catapult past its popular rivals 
"Star Wars" and "Raiders of the 
Lost Ark" in box office sales, 
And there is more potential 
profit in merchandising. Extra· 
terrestrial T-shirts, stuffed toys, 
posters, gum and games are cur-
rently the retail rage. Spielberg 
has even dreamed up an E.T. 
alarm clock: when the alarm 
goes off, its head pops up- just 
like the real thing.- RRW 
Letters---------------------
Bottle bill is 
effective answer 
Editor: 
Truett Gill, lobbyist for the 
New Mexico Food Dealers Asso-
ciation, and James Caudell of the 
Beverage Industry Recycling 
Program continue to argue that 
the passage of a bottle bill, thus 
going back to a returnable con-
tainer system, would add 
burdensome costs to the con-
sumer, create havoc in the indus-
try, and cause a disappearance 
of cans and possibly imported 
beers. These arguments are 
based on twisted facts and mis-
information. 
The bottle bill is the most 
effective way to remove the Jitter 
off.our streets and is far cheaper 
than a taxpayer-funded cleanup 
operation such as the industry 
proposes. Whatthe industry fails 
to mention is that the most vocal 
opponents of the bill are the 
large bottlers, like Coke and Pep-
si, who extend their markets 
further and make a higher mar-
gin of profit if they are not 
affected by a return system on a 
state-by-state basis. These are 
the people who will be paying for 
James Claudell to Jnbby against 
the bill in Santa Fe. 
The bottle bill pays for itself at 
all levels. The distributor is 
allowed to sell the recovered 
materials (of which aluminum is 
highly valuable), keep the de-
posits of unreturned containers, 
and earn interest on the deposits 
while the containers are in the 
hands of the consumers. Out of 
these sources of income, the dis-
tributor pays a one cent handling 
fee to retailers. This covers costs 
which will not be passed on to 
consumers. 
The record is straight. Under 
the current system, it is we, the 
consumers and taxpayers, who 
are losing out by having to live 
with the litter and pay for 
cleanup. In all the states where it 
has been passed, popular sup-
port is in favor of the bill. As an 
article in the New Mexican 
pointed out, citizens in Iowa, 
where the law is in effect, can tell 
when they have crossed the state 
line by the bottles along the 
roadside. In none of the eight 
states which have the bill have 
cans disappeared from the 
shelves, and imported beer is no 
hardertofindthan usual. Clearly, 
consumers who have tried both 
systems favor a returnable con-
tainer system. It has never been 
repealed after passage. 
We in New Mexico now have 
the opportunity to support the 
bottle bill through a petition cur-
rently being circulated by 
NMPIRG and Recycle for En· 
chantment. We urge you to take 
a minute to read the petition and 
show your support. 
Richard Hall 
NMPIRG Director 
Night stud.ents 
air concerns 
Editor: 
We are evening students at 
UNM trying to get degrees. We 
are writing with regard to ex-
panding the evening program at 
UNM. UNM advertises an exten-
sive evening program; however, 
many of the "evening classes" 
start at 3 or 3:30. The majority of 
students that would like to attend 
evening classes at .UNM work 
until 5:00. We need many more 
classes that start after 5:00. 
one-night-a-week classes. 
And finally, the university 
offices and bookstores are 
geared to the daytime student. 
The bookstore closes at 5:00 ev-
ery day except Saturday. Open-
ing a half-hour later would allow 
offices and the bookstore to stay 
open until say 5:30 or 6:00 with-
out interfering with the daytime 
students. This way the evening 
student could stop in after work 
to buy books and supplies, mak-
ing him feel more a part of the 
university instead of an outsider 
trying to fit in. 
P.A. Avery 
(also signed by 19 ()thers) Secondly, a great number of 
the evening classes offered are 
either in the Anderson School of UA editorial 
Management or are upper level 
classes. It is important to offer 1 ignoring' mUCh 
introductory courses as well as 
middle and upper level classes. Editor: 
Additionally, we try to arrange 
our schedules so that we can reg-
ister for more than one class. The 
more classes we can find that 
meet once a week, for example, 
from 6:30 to 9:15 or say 5:30 to 
8:15, the more hours we can reg-
ister for toward completing our 
degrees. It takes many students 
Tuesday's editorial ("Petition 
is Waste of Time") was truly 
stunning: groggy, one hardly 
knows how to rebut it. The situa-
tion at the U of A has disturbed 
hundreds, probably thousands, 
of thoughtful people for more 
years and years to finish an than a year now; Ms. McKinley 
undergraduate degree ifthey are disposes of it in six lines, ignor-
forced to carry only six hours a ing those changes reported just 
semester. across the page, ignoring many 
.In this regard, we find that other matters of public record, 
many of the one-night classes 'and, most important, ignoring 
meet on Mondays and Wednes- the obvious possibility that the 
days, making it almost itnpossi- cure, Frank Welch, is very much 
ble to take more than one or two worse than the disease, the u of 
A's much touted money trou-
bles. (To paraphrase: it was 
necessary to destroy the U of A in 
order to save it.) 
Inflamed by her insight, Ms. 
-McKinley goes on to ridicule not 
the ·arguments for Welch's re-
moval, but the comportment of 
those who are urging it. Really 
on a roll now, she implies that 
"righteous indignation and calls 
for action" are frivolous, tells us 
haughtily that "a careful look 
into the subject comes at less of a 
premium," and rounds things off 
with a completely gratuitous in-
sult to all those involved. When 
one realizes that "a careful look" 
in this case amounted to a six-
line romp in the superficial, the 
gorge rises and words fail. 
In the Albuquerque Journal of 
Oct. 2, Ms. McKinley hopes that 
the UNM Publications Board will 
"back one of the country's finest 
student newspapers.'' "Dear 
me," I thought, "where will that 
then leave the poor •bo?" I re· 
gretted my flippancy atthe time, 
but since a paper's editorials are 
central to its image, perhaps I 
needn't have. 
Jerome Shea 
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Editorial 
Right-to-work is serious issue Contributing Editors Sought 
Toney Anaya thinks it is a 
"non-issue;" John Irick says it is 
the single most important thing 
New Mexico can do to .bring new 
jobs in to the state. 
At any rate, proposed "right-
to-work" legislation has union 
groups and right-to-work propo-
nents battling over the question 
behind the scenes in the gov-
ernor's race, and that fight is 
largely responsibleforthe muds-
linging Anaya and Irick have en-
gaged in during the the past few 
weeks, according to AFL-CIO 
treasurer Neal Gonzalez. 
Right-to-work is a proposal 
that makes it illegal to make any-
one join a union as a condition of 
employment. Many states, parti· 
cularly in the South, have such 
laws, and proponents say these 
laws have attracted new 
businesses that would have relo-
cated elsewhere had right-to-
work not been on the books. Just 
what effect these laws have will 
be addressed in a $48,000 report 
due to be issued by the state to-
day. Even then, the issue will be 
in dispute, as it's no longer a 
matter of facts, just a battle of the 
PACs. 
The trouble started a long time 
ago, but in terms of this election 
year, the first stone was cast by 
the New Mexico Citizens for 
Right to Work, a branch of a 
national lobbying organization 
that has endorsed Irick, Gonzalez 
said. 
The right-to-work group 
ch~rged that the Anaya cam-
paign had failed to report appro· 
ximately $15,000 in campaign 
expenses for the June 1 state 
primary. That amount was spent 
by the AFL-CIO Committee on 
PubHc Education (COPE) to fi-
nance a phone bank and litera-
ture in support of Anaya, but the 
operation was not controUed by 
Anaya's people. 
A special investigat()r was 
appointed and his check of 
Anaya's expense reports re· 
suited in Anaya being complete-
ly cleared of any misrepresenta-
tion, according to a report issued 
in September by Secretary of 
State Shirley Hooper. 
Anaya indeed has the full sup-
port of New Mexico's labor orga-
nizations, based on his long-time 
opposition to right to work and 
his efforts as attorney general in 
behalf of union members. 
Gonzalez said that with more 
people unemployed in the state 
than are union card carriers, un-
ions have become much more 
active in this election year, and 
most have had fundraisers and 
established political action com-
mittees to support pro-union 
candidates. Gonzalez thinks un-
ions can put together a base of 
some 30,000 voters to aid such 
candidates, and he intends to 
make a major effort to get union 
members to the polls on election 
day. 
The AFL-CIO has fought the 
right-to-work proposals for more 
than 20 years, claiming that the 
measure has little to do with 
attracting jobs to the state and is. 
actually an attempt to break up 
the few unions active in New 
Mexico, Gonzalez added. 
Last week, an angry .Anaya 
publicly warned Irick that he in-
tended to "help John Irick clean 
up his campaign the same. way 
he has helped to clean up mine." 
Irick replied the next day at a 
Justiz gets Reagan O.K. 
The UNM community can take 
pride in the fact that it appears 
certain another of its own will 
work at a high government post. 
On Wednesday President 
Reagan named Manuel Justiz to 
be the director of the National 
Institute of Education. Justiz is 
currently the director of the 
UNM's Latin American prog-
rams in education and assistant 
professor at the department of 
Education Administration. 
The White House is now set-
ting up the final step in Justiz' 
appointment- Senate 
DOONESBURY 
G'I,MY6011.. 
IT's HIM! 
C) 
0 
13XC1JS6M&, 
SON, YOlJ 60T 
AMIN/Jm'i' 
' 
approval. 
Justiz will request a leave-of-
absense from UNM once his 
appointment is confirmed. And 
UNM won't Jose Justiz per· 
manently. "New Mexico is 
horne," said Justiz:, "and the Uni-
versity is really important to 
me." 
Justiz plans to return after his 
year and a half stint with the NIE. 
No doubt he will bring back with 
him much knowledge and ex-
perience with which to further 
enrich the university com-
munity.-MB 
by Garry Trudeau 
press conference, saying he ex-
pected Anaya to change the 
atmosphere ofthe campaign, re-
sorting to "viciousness" to 
attack his record. 
Both the New Mexico Citizens 
for Right to Work and the AFL-
CJO have stated that the issue is 
not the conditions under which 
New Mexicans work but rather 
who will determine those condi-
tions- the employers or un-
ions.-OP 
The editor of the New Mex-
ico Daily Lobo wishes to 
announce a new column. "All 
Rights Reserved" will be pub· 
Jished on this page each Tues-
day. Readers of the Lobo are 
asked to contribute editorials 
(of about 500 words) on re· 
levant topics. Entries will be 
judged weekly on the basis of 
overall writin9 ability. This is 
an opportunity for readers to 
become contributing editors 
to better express their views 
on subjects requiring longer 
exposition than is offered 
through letter writing. follow 
the guidelines below (staff-
box) for column submission. 
Pant Parade 
20% off 
all fashion jeans 
Brittania, Jordac:he, Calvin Klein, Sergio Valenti, 
Sasson, Landlubber, Dee Cee, 
Zeppelin, Cherokee, Espirit, A. Smile 
And all Levis at the regular low price of 
$17 .. 50 
Sale Ends Sunday Oct. 10 
General Stores 
The only men's & women's clothing store in the University area. 
111 Harvard SE 
(across from UNM) 
403 Cordova Rd. West 266-7709. 
Santa Fe 8117 Menauf NE 
Po • Ball "WHERE ALL TIIH peJDy GOOD TIIINGS IIAPPI!.'N!" 
Presents 
Monday October 11-8:15 
Tickets $16,$14,$11 
ASUNM Students 112 Price 
Telephone 277-312·1, 
1 
i 
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Albuquerque sets own trends 
declares former Mayor Rusk 
.Jeff AIQxander 
FORMER MAYOR David Rusk asks the audience to think of 
Albuquerque as a large holding company yesterday during a 
'Brown Bag' Lecture Series sponsored by UNM's School of 
Ar!:hitecture and Planning. 
Dennis Pohlman 
Former Albuquerque Mayor 
David Rusk said the city's annexa-
tion policies had made Albuquerque 
an exception to recent trends toward 
cutbacks of city-provided services in 
the first of UNM's School of 
Architecture and Planning 'Brown 
Bag' Lecture Series Thursday. 
Rusk described in great detail 
how the city of Albuquerque gets its 
revenue and apportions it for ser-
vices the city provides. Rusk asked 
his audience to think of the city as a 
large holding company that has 
under its control an array of lesser 
companies, shuffling funds from 
money-making operations to those 
less-profitable. 
"Just like a private corporation, 
the city is affected by increased 
growth in its area as well as the re-
sults of inflation and recession,' • the 
former mayor said. 
Rusk said Albuquerque, even 
though it has more people under the 
poverty level, more unemployment, 
a less-than-average median income 
and a simi liar cost of living as most 
major American cities, still is consi-
dered a thriving 'Sunbelt' city be-
cause it works to keep its tax base 
intact through annexation. 
"Albuquerque's problems are the 
reverse case of trends across the 
country," Rusk said. He described 
the city's south valley area as like the 
cmmbling central sections of eastern 
cities, but since that area and the rest 
of Bernalillo County are not a part of 
the city, it was a case of the central 
city providing the tax revenues to 
improve the fringe areas. 
Rusk said the immediate costs of 
annexation in the form of revenue 
bonds, sewer constmction and the 
like are more than made up for in the 
long run by having those areas part 
of the city's tax base. 
Rusk said, however, that it was 
true that the rapid growth and de-
velopment of Rio Rancho was caus-
ing a lot of headaches downtown. 
The major problems are the traffic 
flow along the Corrales-Coors corri-
dor which jams up the few roads in 
that part of Albuquerque bordering 
Corrales Road and the fight over 
control of the Corrales Center shop-
ping area, he said. 
The former mayor said that after 
the fervor dies down, people will 
begin to realize that a bridge across 
the Rio Grande at Montano Road is 
not needed. "It's traffic from Rio 
Rancho and Sandoval County that is 
responsible for the congestion," 
Rusk said, adding that a new bridge 
is needed farther north to handle that 
flow. 
Rusk also took credit for keeping 
Federal programs separate from the 
general city operations, ''I think we 
were able to anticipate the recent 
budget cuts by sever11l years," Rusk 
said. 
Rusk and the city acted in 1977 
and 1978 to minimize the effects of 
Federal funds, keeping those monies 
out of most city departments. 
"When those cuts in the CETA 
program and others came, we were 
able to prevent cutbacks that would 
have been a real hardship to our 
citizens," he said. 
Rusk spoke at the UNM 
Architecture Building, where he is 
an adjunct professor of development 
and planning. The 'Brown Bag' 
series continues throughout the fall 
semester, with .the next lecture Oct. 
14. That talk will feature open space 
planning expert Rex Funk. Details 
for that lecture have not yet been 
finalized. 
Stars, tours and ~Deviant Behavior' 
Highlights Parents Day happenings 
News land 
Bookstore 
NEW 
PAPERBACK TITLES 
Classics - Novels - Science Fiction 
1983 Calendars 
Magazines 
Out-of-State Newspapers 
Bargain Books 
70%-75o/o Off 
Parents and students have a num-
ber of interesting events to attend 
tonight and Saturday. They range 
from theater presentations to com-
puter demonstrations. 
Here is list of Parents Day and 
Open House events: 
Today at 8 p.m. - The Depart-
ment of Physics and Astronomy 
hosts a presentation at the Observa-
tory. The presentation includes in-
formation and a look at New Mex-
ico's skies and constellations. The 
Campus Observatory is located one 
block north of Lomas on Yale 
Street, 
Saturday 
8:30 a.m. - Parents Day reg-
istration in Popejoy Hall Lobby. In-
formation packets, tickets and sche-
dules will be available ·until 3:30 
p.m. 
9 a.m. to 11 a.m. -The Presi-
dent's Coffee, hosted by Interim 
President John Perovich, Will be 
Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot? 
If you think you have problems with the above, you may be evaluated at no charge 
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs 
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge. 
!IIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIItniiiiiiiiHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllll'!! i For information call ! 
~ Dr. Becker or ~ i Dr. Tschen at i 
~ 277-4757 ~ 
= = ii llllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllntlllllllllliiiiUIIIIIUII?. 
held in the President's Home, 190 I 
Roma Ave. Everyone is welcome to 
come and meet the UNM president 
and various deans and administra-
tors. 
9:30 a.m. - The Department of 
Sociology professors will visit with 
parents and present two movies, 
"Promise of Sociology" and "De-
viant Behavior." 
10 a.m.- Dr. Harold Delaney 
will describe current programs and 
research being conducted by the De-
partment of Psychology at the 
Psychology Building, room 134. 
10 a.m. -The Department of 
Anthropology will present the 
"Beebe Collection" and other arti· 
facts at the Maxwell Museum. 
10 a.m. to noon - The Depart-
ment of History will feature a mini-
lecture on French history at Mesa 
Vista Hall in the history lounge. 
10 a.m. to noon - The College 
of Education will present the newly-
renovated Art Education Building 
the Manzanita Learning Center and 
Johnson Gym. 
10 a.m. to noon - The College 
of Pharmacy will host a reception in 
the student lounge. The dean and 
faculty will be present, and tours of 
the various departments and re-
search centers will be held. 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. - The geolo-
gy museum presents its international 
collection of minerals and fossils. 
10:30 a.~. - The Department 
of Mathemattcs and Statistics in the 
Humanities Building, room 428 
will ~emonstr~te computer prog: 
ramnung techn1ques. 
10:~ a.m: - The Department 
ofPohtlcal Sctence will hold a mini-
!ecture on "What Happens in Mex-
Ico and Who Cares?" by Professor 
Fred Harris, Woodward Hall room 
149. 
10:30 and 11:30 a.m. -The 
Dep~m.ent of Philosophy will have 
two mmt-lectures. The frrst is titled 
"The Place of Philosophy in a 
Liberal Arts Education" and the 
second is a demonstration of New 
T~stameni Greek instruction via a 
rrucrocomputer. They Will be held at 
the Honors Center room 112. 
10:30 a.m. to noon- The 
~cteotite ~useum.will be showing 
1ts collecet10ns wh1ch includes the 
world's largest known stoney 
meteorite. 
10:30 a.m. to noon - The Col-
lege of Engineering will hold an 
open house at the new Mechanical 
Engineering Building. The college 
will discuss each of its departments 
and demonstrate selected projects. 
10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. - The 
Department of Biology at Castetter 
Hall will be holding tours of the de-
partment. 
11 a.m. - The Anderson School 
of Management will hold tours and a 
presentation on the curriculum at the 
school. 
11:30 a.m. - Kickoff starts for 
the Lobos vs. Brigham Young Uni-
versity Cougars football game. Per-
sons without tickets can watch the 
game on television in Woodward 
Hall rooms 147 and 149 
1 p.m. to 3 p.m. - The. Depart-
ment of Physics and Astronomy will 
hold an open house of lectures and 
presentations including the use of 
lasers, astrophysics and magnetism. 
1 p.m. to 3:30p.m. - The Col-
lege of Nursing will welcome pa-
rents with tours and demonstrations 
at the Nursing/Pharmacy Building. 
1:30 to 3 p.m. - The School of 
Medicine professors on north cam-
pus will discuss the various research 
topics being done and demonstrate 
some of the high technology equip-
ment Used in medical care at the 
Basic Medical Science Building. 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. - The Depart-
ment of Modem artd Classical Lan• ~ages ~as a series of lab presenta-
tions to mtroduce people to various 
languages and countries. These will 
be presented on the first floor of 
Ortega Hall. 
3 p.m. to 5 p.m. - The resi-
dence hall tours will leave from 
Hokona Hall. Fraternities artd soror-
ities will open their doors to the 
public. 
8 p.m. - Rodey Theatre pre-
sents "La Cantina De La Muerte." 
Tickets are available from the Fine 
Arts Center box office for $3. 
8:15 p.m. - "Music for Two 
Keyboards" will be held at Cantcr-
b~ry Chapel, 425 University Blvd. 
Ttckcts cost $2 and are available at 
the door. 
UNM student leaders 
favor resignation call 
Students at the University of 
Albuquerque are being "black-
mailed'' by U of A President Frank 
Welch to prevent them from ex-
pressing their grievances over 
We.lch's policies, according to stu-
dent government leaders at UNM. 
At a Thursday press conference 
ASUNM President Michael Galle-
gos, Faculty Senate President 
Steven Kramer, GSA President 
Dolph Barnhouse and ASUNM 
Lobby Committee Chairman Mark 
Duran outlined the reasons behind 
their petition drive calling for the 
resignation of Welch. 
"It is the mutual respect between 
administrators, faculty and students 
which makes for a good institution 
of higher learning, and Welch's 
brutal methods to solve problems at 
the University of Albuquerque make 
that impossible," said faculty repre-
sentative Kramer, Kramer said that a 
university is a place for reason, not 
war artd that Welch not only has 
failed to listen to his students and 
faculty, but has made speaking out 
against him impossible. 
ASUNM President Gallegos said 
the student and faculty at U of A are 
not alone. He said that the problems 
at U of A since Welch was named 
president are "not just an isolated 
incident. •' He said student organiza-
tions everywhere recognize that 
while the Welch controversy at U of 
A is extreme, all student govern· 
ment organizations are in jeopardy 
when a university president can de-
cide whether they have a right to 
exist. 
Welch has acted to eliminate tui-
tion remission for U of A student 
government members, essentially 
abolished the Dean of Students 
Office and has placed U of A student 
government under his personal re-
view, allocating only a portion of 
that body's budget and making its 
. €[ lip ~~ee il 
=======dl 
Announcemrnfs In Lip Senlre will~ run the day 
bt?fore ihe event and the day of the ¥\~nt on a spore 
available basis, Lip SerVIce ls available to of/ UNM 
non-profit organizations, Forms for lip Service can 
he picked_ up in Marron Hall, room/38 ar~d must be 
tUrned In by2p.m. the day prior to publication, 
Today's Events 
ASUNM Sporu Fundlnl Boon! ~ making ap-
propriations now. Applicat!ons are available in the 
SUB, room 242. Deadline .bl at 4 p.m. Or:t. 11. 
Meetings begin ne:a:t week. More lnrormatloil is 
available at262·0947. 
Tile New Mnlto tinton Galeril'• deadline for the 
Student Art Competition wliJ be Friday. Oct. 8. 
The Campus Cominlllre for HUmin Rlahtsb Lada 
Amrrkan. presents Ana Yollltlda Escobar, or El 
SaVadoran Trade: Unionists in Exile, who will speak• 
on ••t.abor Struggle in El Salvador't ilt' 7 p.m. today 
in ttu: Kiva Auditorium. Jnc:luded will be a slide show 
titled 01 In Pursuit or Refuge11 and music by 
AYOCUAN. 
The UNM Bltll'(lom Dallft! Oub Will meet from 
7:30p.m. to 9:30p.m. tonight in the SUB Ballroom. 
Mint-lesson this week will be Cotton-eyed-Joe. 
Phi Sfpna T1a (The PhifosophyCiub) will prcscn_t 
Plyadassi Maba Thera, __ Theravad Buddhist monk, 
wbo will spc:ak on Budhlsm at I:Z noon today in 
Humanities; room 518. Open to the public. 
The SoMthwts( Retmut·e Center foi' Science 1nd 
Enalnterhia will Sponsor a public (Of1110 tided "The 
Search for £xlraterrestrla1 intelligence (SETI)" at 
7~30 p.m. tonight at the Kiva A~dltorhim, 
AlbuquerqUe Convention Center. Guest speakers will 
be Dr. Michael Zeclik of the UNM Department or 
Aslronomy, science writer_ Kendrick Frazier and 
NASA astronaut Dr. franklin Chant. No•dmission 
charge. 
This Weekend's Events 
The UNM literoalioMI r.u. Daaee Clab will 
sponsor a party/worbhop Saturday Oct. 9 at the 
HefJhlli cornmul'llty center,_ 82:! Buena VIsta SE 
(East ofTVI). Cost.!! $1,!0 lrom Ito! p,ni., S31rom 
7 p.m, to It p.m. All arewetcometobrinasnachand 
wear costumes. 
Tile Chlnroe Stadool A-lation of UNM will 
celebrote the Nalional Day ol Taiwan (the Republic 
or Chlria) and the Moon_fesUval at 1 p.m. Sunday, 
OCI. 10 on the UNM South Ootrcourse. 
Monday's Events 
Tile UNII!lntematlonat Volk Daace Clab will meet 
"ftom 7 p.m. to lO p.m. Monday+ Oct, 11, .•nd_evcry 
Monday at.813 Buena Vista SE, 2 blocb .so~thwest 
oC Vale ~nd Coal, gveryone, includina beginners, art 
welcome. Sl fcc, Mote lnfotmatidn ls: available at 
29l·il43. 
Indlin stud~n•!l ehd all Mudents i~te~csted In 
finding a way to volee Indian concems wdl meetwlth 
n SIPI rcprts~nratlvc front 6:30 p,rn. to 8:30 p.m. 
Mondny, oct. 11 In tllosun, room lliD. 
continued existence dependent on 
his approval, Gallegos said. 
Duran, lobby committee chair-· 
man and the overseer of the petition 
drive, said he ho~d to collect be-
tween 10,000 and i's,ooo signatures 
from the university community, He 
said the petitions would be given to 
the students and faculty of U of A, 
the trustees of the private Catholic 
university and to the delegate of 
Pope John Paul U in Washington, 
D.C. 
Gallegos said he felt that the peti-
tion drive would increase awareness 
ofthe problems at U of A among the 
entire Albuquerque community, and 
hopefully would bring more press-
ure on the U of A trustees to make 
some changes. 
• 
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PETITION DRIVE is announced yesterday ahernoon at the SUB by (leh-right}: Dolph 
Barnhouse, GSA president; Steven Kramer, Faculty Senate president; and Michael 
Gallegos, ASUNM president. The petition calls for the resignation of U of A president, 
Frank Welch. 
TALL ONES. 
Red Auerbach 
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Chabod Jewish Activity 
Center 
Holiday Schedule 
Friday 10~8 
Evening Service 6:30pm 
following 
evening service 
Shmini Atzeret, Hakafot and Dancing 
Saturday 10-9 
Shacharit Morning Service 
Simchat Torah 
10:00 am 
7:00pm 
Simchat Torah Celebration 
Dancing, Food and Drink 
Immediately following 
Simchat Torah 
Sunday 10:10 
Shacharit Morning Service 
Hakafot and Dancing 
10:00 am 
Immediately following 
Shacharit 
Everyone Welcome! No Charge! 
1801. Sigma Chi N.E. 242-2231 
~ :!!~,!!!?.!!! 
II SINGLES, WOMEN'S SINGLES, AND MIXED DOUBLES POOL COMPETITIONS, 
! \ PLUS MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SINGLES 
1, IN PING PONG. VALUABLE PRIZES WILL 
. BE GIVEN FOR 1ST, 2ND, AND 3RD 
PLACE. ALL ENTRANTS WILL GET A 
FAMOUS SUS T-SHIRT. 
ENTRY FEE: •RID~Y ST~~~NTS 0~1'" 8TH . 
sa.oo 7:00PM TILL~ 
GENERAL COMPLETION - . tl 
PUBLIC . ~ .": 
$5.00 1 :. 
, I ·. 
Business As Planned for the 
University 
Open House and 
Parents Day 
Saturday, October 9, 1982 
Registration 
8:30a.m. - 3:30p.m .... 
Foyer of Fine Arts Center 
(Popejoy Hall) 
President's Coffee 
9:00 a.m .. - 11:00 a.m. 
Open Houses 
(Colleges of the University) 
& Special Events 
10:00 a.m. - 4:00. p.m. 
The schedule remains as planned. Parents may pick up theit football 
tickets after 8 a.m. Saturday, October 9 at the Parents Day Registra-
tion Center, Fine Arts Center Foyer .. Luncheon cancelled, Residence 
Halls Luncheon now planned as a dinner 4:00 - 5:30 p.m. Plan to 
nttci1d the events of the day. ' 
For More Information cal1277~3361 or 277-4706 
• 
Subwar Stailuu-UNM SUB R~n:atjo'1 will present a 
dance Saturday, Oct. 9 from 9 to 12;30. Musi~; will be 
provided by the new rock driving pop sounds of Lash 
La. Rue. Adml3slon Is $2 for students with l.D., $3 for 
the general pul;!llc:. The Sul:lwn)' Station is located on 
the northwest lower level of the New Mexico Union, 
More. information is available_ at 277-40~6 and 277-
6492. 
The SUB Games Art~-UNM SUB Recreation will 
present a billiards and ping pong tournament from? 
p.m. until ~;omplelion tonight. Competition will 
include men's singles, women's sinsJes and mlxed 
doubles in billiards plus men's and womel'\'s sinsles Jn 
ping pong, Prizes will be awarded for first, second 
and third place and all enlranu wnt receive a famous 
SUB t•shirt. Entry fee Is $3 for UNM students whh 
1.0. and S5 for the s~nernl public. The SUB games Is 
located on lhe northeast lower 1~1 of the New 
Mexico Union. More information Is available at 277 .. 
4056 or 21?.6492. 
Bo11art's (Montgomery Plaza)-Entenainment this 
Friday and Saturday night Includes the sounds or 
rock sroup 505 upuairs Jap.d Stridez downstairs, 
Happy hour Is from 4-7~30 and features two for one 
wine 1111d beer. 
Danbl'11 (2900 Coors NW)-Enterto.inment tonight 
and Saturday night will be provided by technical 
pianist Dave Silverman, The jau sounds of Smokln1 
Section wi11 replace them on Sunday and play through 
ne"t' Saiurday. Happy hour features two for one 
drinks and. hot hou d'oeuYres from4-7 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, 
Friar'• North (4410 Wyoming NE)-Tonlght and 
tomorrow night will feature the music from the 
rockln' group Tnpes beginning at 9·p.m. Sassy Jones 
wlU replace them on Monday and will continue 
playing through next weelc: Sunday is MTV nfBht, 
seen on a gin.nt screen. Tuesday 15 Wheel of Fortune 
night, Wednesday is men's night and Thursday ts 
ladles' night. Shot specials every Monday through 
Thursday. 52 cover Friday and Saturday nights. 
Ned's El Portal (4200 C~ntral SE)-Top 40 music 
with 01' Scmt~h ill feQtUred entertainment Friday and 
Saturday nJgh_~ beginning at 9. Happy hour is_ from$-
7. Wednesday and Friday features one-hnlf prices on 
high balls 1111d beer. 
The Wooden Hone (7605-A Central Ave. NE)-
Featurcd f!Otertalnmcnt this week includes the sounds 
of the Night Shift Blues Band beginning at 9 p.m. 
Two for 011e drinks from 4-8 seven days a week, and a 
S3 cover charge on Friday and Saturday nights. 
j!Jzz music, will play on Tuesday, Oct. 12 and 
Thursday, Oct. 14, Bands begin playing at 9, Happy 
hour b Monday through Thursday from ~7~ Fdday 
from2-7; Saturday from 11-6: and Sunday from 12-7. 
Also fe<Jtured is the return q( the late night happy 
hour, Monday through Thursday from: 10-J l. 
Frlar'!l Pub (6825 Lornas NE)-Top 40 music with 
Sassy Jones will be featured Friday an~ Saturday 
night, The Magnetics will begin playing Monday, ;i,u;_,_.,...;;;;:;,1~~ 
Oct, 11 and wm continue through Thursday, Oct. 14. 1 
Bands begin playing at9 p.m. Hilppy hour from 4-7. 
Gibraltar's (4800 San Mateo Blvd. NE)· 
Entertainment will be _provided by the pap rock 
sounds of Tilt through Oct. )9, beginning at 9. 
Monday Is Country Western Night. Lady's Night Is 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday when, (or 53, 
ladles can have free well-drinks, ·draft beer and wine 
from9·12. 
Black Angus (2284 Wyoming Blvd NE)-Rock·n·roll 
sounds of Babe Ruth will fill the loUnge this week. 
There Is no cover ever and S I mnrgaritas and 
strawberry daiquiries on Tuesaaynfghts, 
Taverna Lounge (800 Rio Grande)-Entertainment this 
week will -be provided by the Tom Mitter Band, 
featuring lead singer Laurel Masse, fqrmerly with 
Manbutten Transfer. Entertainers are presented 
Monday.Saturday evenings beginningat9 p.m. There 
is a two drink minimum but no cover charge, 
The Hunary Bear (1200 Wyoming NE)·Featurcd 
enterttlinment this week includes the top 40 sounds of 
San Diego group U.S. Mnle. Bands Play Monday. 
Friday evenings beginning at 9 with a $2 cover charge 
on Friday and Saturday nights. Live Country Western 
music Is performed on sundays beginning at 8:30. 
Abo, on Thursday and Friday nights, magician Cliff 
Hill presents exciting tablcsidc magic from 4-8, no 
charge, 
Posh Eddies (2216 Central SE)·The blue sounds o( 
Blue FtolyWar will fill the place Friday, Saturday and 
next Wednesday night. Sam nnd Lorraine, featuring 
Mertdlan Gallery-An exhibition of paintings by 
Meridian member Page Coleman will be featured 
through Oct. 31. The Gallery will also sponsor a 
Masquemde Closing Celebration from 6·9 p.m. Oct. 
31. Hours arc 11-4 p.m. Tuesday.Satu.-day, l-4 p.m. 
Sunday. The Gallery is located at 220 Central SW. 
Whefwd&hl Museum of lhe American lndlan-
"Nalive American Samph:r: A Patchwork of Con· 
temporary Art" will run through Nov. 4. Also on 
display is the Invitational Bxhlbh featuring ten artists 
from a.-cas as diverse as the Pacific Nonhwest and 
New York State. The museum is open daily from 10. 
s. More Information ls avail3ble from (505)-982~ 
4636. 
Albuqul!rqUI! Mus~um-•'The American Gem Soclet:Y 
Co1Jcclion,11 the first jewelry collection featuring 
gems of native North American and displayed in 
original settings will be exhibited through Nov. 14. 
Also on dbplay is the 11 Cutting Edgc11 e~hlbitlon 
which encourages contemporary interpretations or 
time-honored culdng objects such as knives, axes, 
razors and other functional objects. In addition, the 
Museum \A-ill exhibit "WestSouthwest" featudng 
paintings, wrks on paper, and bronze casting by 
twenly Ne:w Mexico Artists from Oct, 3 to Jan. 16. 
Hours are 10-5 Tuesday through Friday, I to 5 
Saturday and Sunday1 closed Mondays and holidays. 
The Museum is located at 200 MountWn Rd. NW. 
Arts Sludenls Assocladon-ls prClienting an exhibit 
titled 11 Hand·Proccss: Paper and Artist's Books" 
through OCt. 14. More Information is available at 
277-2667, Hours are 1 1 to 4 MOnday lhrough Friday 
and to!i)Thu!'$day nights, 
UnlvenU)' Arts M1ueu_rn-An Exlbltlon of paintings, 
sculpture, photographs, prints, drawings, jewelry, 
ceru.mic and mixed media by the studio An Faculty Is 
presently showing. The exhibition will continue 
through Oct, 24. Jn addition, UNM Studio Art 
Faculty will be featured in a series of informal gallery 
talks. This week1s speakers will be Garo Antreasfnn, 
Nick Abdalla and Gwen Widmer al 3 p.m. Oct. 13 
and Harry Nadler and Aaron Karp at 3 p.m. Oct. 14. 
All talks will be given in the UNM Art Museum, 
which Is located in the Fine Arts Center. Admission ls 
free and open to the pUblic. Also on display is 
HM!chac:l Bishop Photographs'j and recent 
acquisitions. Museum hours are 10 to$ and 7 to 10 
Tuesday through Thursday and I to! Saturday and 
Sunday, 
MoweD Museum of Anthi'opotoxY· The Beebe 
Collection of 'baskets, pots, rl,lg.s and Kachina dolls 
will continue in lhe East Gallery ilnlil Jan, 3, 1983. 
The Mweurri win also exhibit 11Festas Acoreanas: 
Portuguese Religious Celebrations In the Azores and 
ln CalifomJa" beginning Oct. 10 and continuins unlil 
Jan. 3, 
The New· Muiro Union G•lert•-~;Southwest 
Expressions;' wlll be. on displaY through Oct. 18. This 
exhibition features palnttngs. sculptures and etchings 
by local artists. The Oaleria Is also co--sponsoring a 
student art compethion for _ Albuquerque area 
colleges. The winning selection will be exhibited at the 
Regional Conference In Orand Junction, Colorado 
and will have: a chance to go to the National finals. 
The eXhibit will hang, from Oct. II through Nov. 13 
and an opening reception will' take place on Oct. 13 
from 6 to 9 p.m. Deadline forentrie.t~ls today, Entries 
must be turned In the SUB, room 208.- .Art works or 
all mediums are being accepted. More infonnation is 
available from Jerry Rael at 277·233i. Oaleria hours 
are J 1 to ~ Monday through Friday .. 
COVER from Romeo Void's newest release, Benefactor. 
Los Comlt!i Gallery-Sara Mc<Jee anci Sandra 
Borgrink together wlth the Oallery present "Crane 
Dayn featuring "Master Weaver'' Sept. 24 to Oct. 
22. The Gallery is located at Corrales Road and 
Mockingbird Lane. Hours are 11 to 4 Tuesday 
through Saturday, 
The dense, dramatic and dance-
able sounds ofthe hottest new wave 
band from San Francisco - Romeo 
Void- will fill the SUB Ballroom 
Monday, Oct. 12 at 8 p.m. 
Romeo Void, presently promot-
ing their second album "Benefac· 
tor," prides themselves in their un-
conventional sound which bass 
player Frank Zincavage describes as 
a "unique aural canvas where in· 
sight and self-searching is matched 
with extroverted, urban rhythm.'' 
The album is a follow up to their first 
release "It's a Condition;'' 
It was the ''It's a Condition" 
tour, during which they opened for 
groups like U2, Psychedelic Furs 
and Orchestral Manoeuvres in the 
Dark, that won Romeo Void a warm 
acceptance from the national press, 
including a 4-star review in ''Roll-
ing Stone" magazine. By the end of 
1981 this group, Which had been 
completely unknown just one year 
ago, was making their way into the 
public domain, their sounds filling 
radio stations and album stores 
across the nation, 
The group's name, according to 
lead singer Debora Iyall, represents 
the type of music Romeo Void cre-
ates. "Romeo Void means there are 
no romantic notions here - and 
there shouldn't be. We are about 
reality, not the myths created by 
other artists," she explained. 
Their popularity continued to 
grow with the release of the 4-song 
EP "Never Say Never" which was 
filled with realistic lyrics and a stee-
ly sound. Fans delighted in the danc-
ing beat and the straight· 
forwardness of these songs includ-
ing the no-nonsense chorus of 
"Never Say Never" which states "I 
might like you better if we slept 
together.'' 
''Benefactor," currently on the 
Billboard album chart, includes 
songs such as "S.O.S.," and 
"Flashflood." The music is aggres-
sive yet compassionate, music for 
people who think as deeply as they 
feel. "'Benefactor' is more real to 
me than anything we've done," 
added Debora. "The songs come 
directly from my heart through my 
voice, without unnecessary cogita-
tion and intcllectualising." 
Romeo Void will appear with the 
Albuquerque's professional band, 
the Philisteens. Tickets arc available 
at Natural Sound Records and 
Tapes, the General Store and all 
Giant Ticket nutlets. 
Jonson 'Gallety·An exhibit of selected paintings by 
Timothy App. Assiuant Professor o( Art at UNM, 
Oct. 9 to Nov. 1. There will bean opening reception 
Friday, Oct. 8, 5 -to 7 p.m. The Jonson Oalfery b 
1otated at 1909 La!i Lomas NE. Gallery hours are 10 
to4 Tuesday to Priday, I to S Saturday and Sunday. 
Mountaln Road Gallerla--''Wearable Art.'' an 
e:~~:hibition of custom clothing wliJ open Oct. 17 from 
2 to 5 with a fashion show at 3. Reservations are 
required. The exhibit will run through Nov~ 14. 
Gallery hours are I I to 5 Monday thtoujh Saturday, 
1 to S Sunday. More informaion is available at 841· 
0879. ' 
CONCERTS 
~eller Hall Serfes-wiU present "Music for Two 
Keybo11.rds' 1 featuring Edwina Beard, oraan, and 
Susan Patrick, harpslcord, at 8:15 ~t. 9 al St. 
Thomas of Canterbury Chapel, west of the UNM 
campus. Admission Is $2 for thea;eneral publicj·SI ror 
UNM racuJty, staff, Century Club rnemberS and 
seni()r citizens:, $.50 ror students with J.D. Tfc:kets ate 
avnlfable at the Flne Arts -Box Office. More in-
formation and reservatiotls ate available at the Fine 
Arts Bo• Office 217-4402, j t a.m. to 4 p.m, Monday 
through Frido.y and one hour before performance 
time, 
Straflilslr.y Sketchu-Ab evenlna of mwlc and dance 
fcatllring _the New MeA leo SymphCtny Orchestra and 
the UNM nance llnsemblewillbeat8 p.m. Oct. to In 
Rodey Theatre, Tickets are $7, S4 for faculty, staff, 
stUdents with 1,0, nnd senior citlunS and on sale at 
The Fine Arts Boil: Office. More !nronnatlon fs 
availablcat84Ul6S or2?1·4402, , 
Kansu-togethe_r wi~h Steal breeze_ will be at. Tingley 
at 8 p.nt_. tonight. Tickets are S11.50and are avallli&le 
at BoS!ITicketOutlets. 
Peter To•b/Jlmmy Clll·wlll be at the Civic Oct. 20. 
T_fekeu- are Stl and are available at Boss Tickel 
Outlets. 
Lt .. Lopet, plonl!t and Bhly hkloro, 1•1tarbt will 
p~rfonn for the SUB Rccrelillori Student Talent Show 
Auditions from 12 Lo I Oct, 8 nellt the fountain. No 
admission char-ge, 
The Cn~letul· IJ('ad-will be at .the: Santa Fe DC!WfiS 
Oct. 17. TlckCt$ tlre $15.SO for rcs~:rvcd seating, 
$l2.SD for ttcncrnt ndttti.~siort and lire nvilthtble tit 11ny 
general outlet. 
The Who·togl:l . .hcr: with Loverboy and John Cougar 
at sundc:vtl Sti!.dium In Pho~nl~, Arizona on Oct. ~L 
Tickets are ~18 for general admlss_ton~d llVailable at 
any general outlet. · 
The AJr Force A~adcmy Brass Quintet-will be per-
form at S:I,S T~esday, Oct. 12 in Woodward Hall, 
roam JOI, No admission charge. 
The Keller H_all Series-will_ present. Hector Garcia, 
gul(adst, at 8;15 Wedne~day, 0!;t. 13 In Keller Hall. 
·Admission is $2 for the general pub!lc, Sl for UNM 
faculty, staff, Century Club members and senior 
citizens, S.SO for studenis wlt!l I.D. 'fi~;kets !lfe 
available at the: Fine Arts Box Office, More in-
formation and reservations are available at the Fine 
Arts a.ox: Office 277-4402, 11 a.m. to4 p.m. Monday 
through Friday _and one hour before perform~tnce 
time. 
Mel TUII!i·will be at Graham Central Station on Nov. 
J, Tickets are $10,,0 and are on .sale at general 
outlets, 
Paul lleston-guitarlst/vocalist will be the ft;:atured 
entertainer for the SUB Noontime Corner Act OIJ 
Monday, Oct. U at the fountain, 
Three Dog Nlar.l-will be at Graham Central Station 
tonight. Tjckets are.$5 .50 and are avaUable at general 
outlets. 
Hector Garcla-~uitarist, will be at the SUB Ballroom 
as a part of the SUB Noontime Corner Act Wed· 
nesday, Oct. 13, 
Romeo Void and the PbUistlnts-will be at the SUB 
Ballroom at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Oct, 12. Tickets are 
SS.SO in advance 11n~ available at all general outlets, 
56.50 at the door. 
The New Melico Symphony wllh guest pJanl!il 
Ho:raclo Gutierrez-will perfortn at S;l5 p.m. on Oct, 
_22 and 23 at PopeJoy Hall, 
Andy Wmhol's FrankftU't«bz-Thls is the orlginal 
Frank!:nstein story only this one has a ~wist, you gel 
to wntc::h~ll the gore in 3-d, (Cinema East) 
An 0//ktr and a Genfftma~~·Richard. Gere and 
Albuquerque's Deborah W~;nger star In this over· 
sentimentalized, heavy handed, clichcl~h love story 
that works, (Coronado) 
As If it Were Yesttrday-documents the little. known 
heroism of fhe Belgian people during WWU. Shows 
Tuesday. (SUB Union Theatre) 
The Atomic C.:J/e-Described by filmmakers as a 
unuclear 'Reefer Madn~s."' this film is a composite 
propaganda from the 40's and $0's including. 
government and military film footage, TV and radio 
shows, canQons, nnd a number of po' mwlc. "bomb 
songs'' all depleting the false optim1sm that sprang up 
in the wake of the Hiroshimv. and Nagasaki blasts, 
(Guild) 
Olfna S)ITidt'Omt-a chilling look at the dan.sers of 
nuclear power. Siars Jack Lemmon, Jane Fonda and 
Michael Douglas. Shows tonight. (SUB Union 
Theatre) , 
Con]ural War/are/Pixot~the double-feature is the 
fourth week of the 11Cinema Brazil Festival" showing 
Wednesday atld Thursday. "Conjugal Warefsre'1 a 
black comedy about the inhabitants of a mythologlc.al 
Brazilian town. upb;oteu is a film that ovbsen-es the 
brutal lives of Sa_o Paulo slum children, (Don Pan. 
chos) 
E.T.-Direc:tor Step-hen Spielberg (Jaws) weaves chase 
scenes, high-tech and California satJre Into this en-
tertaining tear~jerker about tbe love between a youns 
boy and an eXtra-terrestrial. (Louisiana) 
E:ttallbur-Thls in the return engagement of last year's 
medieval film with enough gore taken out so It gets a 
PO rating this time around. The movie Is about King 
Arthur, the Knfghts of the Round Table, Merlin the 
Magician and a ma11ical sword. (Lobo) 
His Girl Frida.)" This 1940 ffim stars ci11S5Ic acto" 
CacyGrant, Rosalind Russell and Ralph Bellamy and 
Is based on their cozy conversation about marriage, 
newspapers, and insurance. 'This is a part of the 
Rodey Film Festival focusing on relationships bet-
ween romance and routine-marriaae, divorce, sex and 
love. Shows at 7:30 Sunday, Oct. i7~ (kodey Theatre) 
HomtWOrk·Another teen comedy on the same order 
as HPorky'.s" and "The Last Amerlco.n Virgin." It 
s~s like the movJe indUstry is tryi'ng to fiaure out 
just how many Of these worthless fdlt15 it takes to 
completeiy warp th:e teenage mind. (M Plaza, 
Wyomins) 
Looldntld G~t Out-Another sd-fi flick about a spa~;e 
creature coming to earth (sound familiar?) C'mon 
Hollywood,_haven't we had enough7 (Winrock) 
M~1 of Mula Braun-.Rainer Werner Fassbin· 
der's masterpiece of the New German Cinema. Shows 
Thursday. (SUB Union Theatre) 
Monty P)11ton·Sttm PotfDmllllf's &11-More antics 
from thls wild and zany group or Englishmen. No 
matter bow many films they may release, there's still 
no tel Una whanhey'll think of neAt. (Wybtnina) 
Mothlr Lodt·This modern ·adventure about the Jure 
of gold and the compulSive search for the pot at the 
end of the rainbow, Is writer/producer Fraser Clarke 
Heston's flrst film (which Is directed by and stars 
daddy Charlton). Also stafS' Nick Mancuso.- Kim 
Basinger and John Marley. (COronado, M Plaza) 
MJI FavorlJ• Ye.,.This comedy-drama, :starring Peter 
O'Toole, is about a film star in the 1950's who makes 
a debut in "the new world of television. (Lousiana, 
C!ticma Eilst) 
Po.umfon·Another sequel, this one to 11The 
Amit)'viUe Horror." lf you saw the first one then you 
know what yoti;re setting into. If not, then approach 
with extreme eautiont (Wlnrock) 
Rtdt'· This limited ieturn engagement is the true ttory 
of radical journalfs~ John Meed, 'his wife Louise 
Bryant and the passions love_ that survived their 
conflicts over professional ambilion, personal goals 
and individual beliefs. Witb Diane Keaton, Jack 
Nicholson_ Maureen Stapleton ·and Warren Beatty 
(who also ·produced, directed and co:wrote the film), 
(CoronadCJ) 
Rldrttrd Prlor·LI•• on thl Srmsll Sl,lp·Th• areal 
blatk hope .or comedy brin!:s his 1enious to the screen 
In the funniest niovie in years. Prior's vul~r:ar truths 
are delivered with fmpec:~ble dmins (of colitse) and 
In addition to the non-stop 1auJhs you also learn why 
he stopped saylna ~ 1nluer• 11 .{los Altos) 
ROIM! Worrlot-Mel Oibson stars In thiS fantasy ad• 
venture film about a lone, diSpirited warrior who 
becomes the reluctant champion among a aroup or 
idealistic bbt bewildered Wasteland l'n'habitants. 
(Hiland) 
1Nn Lust-Could this' be • Brooke Shieids prototype 
coming back to hount UJ1 (M Ploza) 
PILOBOLUS 
When is dance not dance, but 
geometry, dream, sport. sculpture, 
and humor? When Pilobolus per-
forms- and they'recomingtoPope-
joy, The group which began per-
forming at Dartmouth College in 
1971 was originally all male, which 
some think accounts for the athletic, 
matter-of-fact energy and style that 
Pilobolus brings to the stage. 
Named after a light-sensitive fun-
gus, Pilobolus Dance Theatre gives 
a few performances around the 
country each year, and they've sold 
out on Broadway, Some traditional-
ists wouldn't classify them as dan-
cers, their style is so peculiar. They 
dance as a group, and emphasize 
group movement, whether they are 
expressing relations between indi-
vidual bodies or creating some ata-
vistic image in flesh that will haunt 
the imagination. 
Not many dance stereotypes app-
ly to this group. There is no soft-
Rocb J/1/Tht Champ-This week is double-featUre fs 
fOr those of you who love those emotion-paeked 
bo~lng films. 11Rocky HJ" is round 3 of the Jtallan 
StaUlon•s ring sasa starring Sylvesrer Stallone, Talia 
Shire, Biitges5Me'tcdith·and Mr. T. 11TheChamp1_; is 
the boxing saga from the family point-of-View 
starring Jon Voight, Faye Dunaway and the cule-
enou&h-to-Squeeze Ricky Schroeder. (Eastdale) 
Ttmpt.Si·_Paut Mazursky's -rendition or Shakespeare 
-classie ·about an architect (John Cassavete:s) who, 
tired of b1s old worn out wodd, escapes tO an bland 
All.;! meels a sometime niahtclub singer. (Los Altos) 
1111 H'OI'ld Accordln1 to Gerp·The most Jtliman of 
-humans is Oarp, an ultrasensitive author and father 
who is the coro1Iary of a one-time tryst between an 
invalid f!lhter pilot and a celibate nurse. Based on the_ 
novel by John lrvJng. (Louisiana) 
l't.t Glor,lol-liaJian opera suptr·stat Luciano 
Pavarotti stars in hiS fint fllm about a married man 
and a )"Dung woman who escape to a dessert Mand. 
You can be sure there'll be lots ofPavarotti's strong 
tenor voice in this musical-drama-comedy~ 
(Cororiado) 
'1JNr nm. of YoW' L(f .. This will be the openloJ show 
for the Albuquerque Litde_Titeatre's new Renllmnce 
Season. The. show will be _presented for two weekends 
at 8 p.m. on Frida.)" and Saturday, 2 p.m. on Sunday. 
The Lit!le. Theatre Is localed at 224 8an Pasquale Ave. 
SW, Box dffic:e hours arc MondaY·Friday, 9·5 p.m. 
More information and mcrvatloru are available- 1l 
242-4150 or 242·4315. 
Wally~ CN'i· The Darn Dinner Theatre introduces to 
Albuquerque actress Kay Chrisp tDaether With Jim 
focus aestheticism, no dances which 
re-tell fairy tales. Humor has its 
place on the Pilobolus stage. In Ol!e 
of. their short pieces, the· human 
body is utterly and convincingly 
transformed into a gawky bird. 
There's sex, too - not the 19th cen-
tury kind, corseted into costume and 
romance, not even the early 20th 
century cultish kind. Just plain, un-
adorned sexuality. Sometimes the 
dancers don't even wear clothes, 
Pilobolus members crawl over, 
under arid through each other on the 
stage, stack their bodies or unfold 
them in shapes and outlines lilie a 
turning kaleidescope. They tumble 
and jump and thump and undulate in 
the most remarkable combinations, 
all the time managing to be funny, 
breathtaking, moving, beautiful. 
Pilobolus will appear Monday, 
October ll at 8:15p.m. at Popejoy 
Auditorium as part of the UNM 
Cultural Series. 
Annstrong and Barbara Dekins. WaUy*s Cafe Is a 
drive-in restaraUnt in the shape of a aiantham.buraer. 
Shows are presented Wednesda)I-Sunday ni1hts. The 
Bam will also featbre .a Luncheon/Fashion ahow at 
J2 noon, Oct. 20. Fashions are from the "Wearable 
Art" exhibit at Mountain Road Oallerle.s. Reser-
vations are available froni Sl-51 dail)' at 281-3338. 
Dmllr'$ Omtln•otherwise. called ula Cantina de la 
Muerte" is the first production of VNM's Theatre 
Arts Department's major season, featuriitJ puppets 
or aU sizes, billinaual speakers and musicii.Jli. The 
Show wilt be presented Oct. 8. 9, 14, U, and 16. 
Tickets are S4 for the general public, S3 for UNM 
faculty, staff, students with i.o., senior dtlzen.s and 
CC11tury CJub members. 11tis production is theatre 
professor James LinneJlls sequel _to his hiahly ac .. 
claimed 11Death1s Nose," first produced at UNM two 
yearsaso. 
Nuutro Tmro-will ..,resent "OK,., an adult comedy 
entirely in Spanish about a lo"¥e.trian&le, at .a p.m. 
Friday and Saturday nfshl. The Theatre will present 
"Nuevo Mexico Sl,u a niilsical-drama about the 
history of New Mexico, at 3 p.m. this Sundayt and 
every Sund.ay .. Tickets. fpr all shows are_ S4 for the 
seneal public, $~.30 for ~tudents with 1.0., senior 
citizens and children under 12. Reservations and more 
infonnatlott Js available i.t 256-7164. 
To.rar~by Vuccini will be performed _ by the 
Albuquerque Oprea Theatre at8:1! on Oct. 15 and 16 
in the k.lMo Theatre. More information and tickets 
are ava.!labie lit243.0$91 Or 2.98..0881, 
PUobo/113 /Nntt Co.-featuriila ~reams dlsaui.!led u 
ballets will be at Pop<joy Hall Monday, Oct. 11, 
Ticket tnrormatlon Is available at217·3121. 
M.-IOfllttu and Mm-ditected ti~ UNM student Chris 
Overson, will be at the Vorttx Oct. 8 to ~. 
Showtime:s ate 8 p.m. Friday bndSatiJrda)", 2:lO p.m. 
Sunday, ReservationS are available at2A7~8600. 
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One of our own. 
One of our best. 
Get into Lobo spirit this Friday 
night at Ned's. We'll be supporting 
Lobo fans with our 50¢ draft picks 
all night long. You can down one of our 
hot dogs for another four bits. And 
Scratch will be making music to move 
to. So join us Friday night to drink to 
the Lobos' victory! 
4200 Central SE 
Theee place. 
for Lobo spirits. 
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ASUNM Film Committee presents 
,----------~-~·--------=-------, 
Today's Feature 7:00, 9:30 
China Syndrome 
UNM's new General College 
receives favorable response 
Sat. & Sun. Feature- 1:10, 3:15, 7:00, 9:30 
Absence _of Malice 
SUB Theatre • SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance 
Undergraduates $2.00 Graduates/Non-students $2.50 
PIZZA EXPRESS 
243·21 00 FI\EE DELMI\Yl 
Taina Kuusisto 
UNM's newest college, the 
General College, has proved to be a 
people pleaser. The final figures on 
the fall '82 enrollment show an in-
crease of 80 percent in some of its 
programs. University-wide enroll-
ment has increased about 3.5 per-
cent since last fall. 
Although a sharp increase in the 
General College was anticipated, 
enrollment was ''even higher than 
we expected," said Provost McAl-
lister Hull, 
The programs in the college offer 
Come in and try our Video Games the most direct response to the needs 
of the citizens, Hull said. The 
--------,.-------- associate programs in computer I I I programming, secretarial studies, dental hygiene and similar courses I I respond to the vocationalism in stu-
The College of Pharmacy lost ab-
out 20 percent of its enrollment. 
However, in a small college even a 
rather small number of students 
make big percentages, Hull pointed 
out. 
"We are going to find out if this is 
a temporary trend or if it will con-
tinue,'' Hull said. 
The number of part-time students 
attending UNM has i!lso increased. 
According to Registrar Bill Haid, 
that is partly the result of the change 
in tuition rates. Part-time nonresi-
dents now p;ty the same tuition rate 
as part-time residents, 
The increse in part-timers tells 
another story: the trend toward non-
traditional students. 
The average of UNM students is 
now 27-years-old, and is increasing. 
nondegree enrollment hints at this 
development. 
Because most older students work 
days, this trend will require im-
provements in night-time services, 
Hull said he would like to see more 
funding directed toward these ser-
vices. 
In the present way of funding in 
the University, money follows stu-
dents. In theory, where there is high 
enrollment, there will be money. 
Student credit hours are reported to 
the Board of Educational Finance, 
which will provide an instructional 
budget. 
The figures on ethnic information 
tell that there are more Indians than 
Blacks and that about 23 percent of 
students are Hispanic and about 69 
percent are white. 
1 e_2 .00 OFF 11 e_1 .00 OFF I dgreonwts1·n'gw. hich Hull believes is i1 i1 "The post-industrial society re- The number of men is getting clos-1 1 "Students have the need to re- quires people to go back to school in er to the number of women, any two or more Item I ANY PIZZA spond to the needs of the society," order to survive," Hull said. although women still outnumber 
I
I LARGE PIZZA 1 I Hull said. Also, the 9 percent increase in men by almost 900. 
PIZZA EXPREss 1 PIZZA EXPREss I Engineering jobs plentiful I 1~;;~~n!~~E 1 1~;;~~n!~~E 11 for native American Indians I !::::.:'~::.; = ; . o;::;... ~ :; e • ·-........,, 
----~--- -------~ Colleges and private industry are Hispanic Engineering Organization vying fiercely for the few American Indians who are entering the field of 
Second Annual Engineering engineering, said Jim Shorty, direc-
and Science CAREER FAIR tor of UNM's Native Amencan 
Convention Center, October 8 and 9, 1982 Program, College of Engineering 
Friday 
Resume Writing 
Study Habits 
Motivation 
Developing one's 
9:00-10:15 or 10:45·12:00 
9:00·10:15 or 10;45·12:00 
9:00-10:30 or 3:00·4:30 
10:30·12:00 or 3:00·4:30 
10:30-12:00 or 3:00·4:30 
All Day (9·5) 
leadership 
Career opportunilies 
Exhibits 
Saturday 
9:00·5:00 
Exhibits from major companies 
Talk to company 
representatives. 
Bring your resume. 
Transportation to and from 
the Convention Center available 
Friday (van) 
Going To C.C. Coming From C.C. 
1 :00 pm 1 ;30 pm 
2:00 pm 2:30 pm 
3;00 pm 3:30pm 
4:00 pm 4:30 pm 
TO Convention Center 
meet at the Santa Ana dorm parking lot 
FROM Convention Center 
meet at the west side of the Convention Ctr 
EVERYONE INVITED TO ATTEND! 
(NAPCOE). 
The number of American Indians 
entering engineering colleges will 
remain low for a number of years, 
Shorty predicted. He said not many 
Indians have received adequate 
academic preparation to enter the 
field of engineering in college. 
NAPCOE was funded in 1975 
with $330,000 seed money from the 
New York-based Sloan Foundation. 
The program provides counseling, 
academic advisement and tutoring 
for Indian engineering students. 
NAPCOE also conducts a sum-
mer institute to introduce American 
Indian high school graduates to cam• 
pus life. Since 1975, students have 
been invited each suntrner to spend 
four weeks at UNM. College-type 
lectures are included in the orienta-
tion. 
Of the 13 students who aitended 
the workshop this year, 12 enrolled 
at UNM. Shorty said almost all the 
students who attend the summer in-
stitute decide to go to UNM. The 
number of students invited has been 
limited to 15, but will increase to 20 
this summer, Shorty said. 
Daily Lobo 
Homecoming 
Special Edition 
Thursday October 21 
New Mexico high school seniors 
are also recruited, but the competi-
tion is stiff, Shorty said. "When the 
student sees that he can be wearing a 
Stanford T-shirt, he'll go there, even 
though he may not be prepared and 
flunk out in the first year. He'd 
rather have the prestige." 
Competition for the few qualified 
to become engineering students is 
compounded by the financial aid 
available to Indian students in this 
field. Each of the students in NAP-
COE is the recipient of a scholarship 
or grant, or combination thereof. 
Many of the scholarships are pro· 
vided by private industries, which 
ate also eager to hire graduates, 
Shorty said. 
Shorty estimated more than 80 
American Indians are participating 
in the program, although he said 
closer to HIO Indians are enrolled in 
the college of engineering. 
"They do not have to come to 
NAPCOE. We have combed the 
printouts of engineering classes, but 
not all Indians have recognizeable 
Indian surnames," he said. 
The attrition rate for American In-
dians in engineering before the Na· 
tive American Program was close to 
75 percent, compared to 50 percent 
for non-Indians. The rate is now 
closer to 40 to 50 percent - aver-
age in the College of Engineering, 
he said. 
The average age of the students in 
NAPCOE is about. 26, and was more 
than 30 when the program began. 
"Many of the students have already 
been employed as technicians in the 
field of engineering before they de-
cide to get a degree," Shorty said. 
He said another reason the stu-
dents are older is that most Indians 
directly out of high school are not 
qualified to enter the college of en-
gineering. "Indian students don't 
develop much knowledge about en-
gineering until their senior year in 
high school and in ·the meantime 
they have failed to prepare them-
selves academically.'' 
Adjustment to college can often 
be difficult, and NAPCOE attempts 
to ease the student into the unfamil-
iar both academically and personal-
ly. The tutoring assures that the stu-
dent remains abreast of classes, and 
counseling will help with any per-
sonal problams the student may 
have. 
"It is a great change for many of 
the students - a lot of shock, espe-
cially for those with families. They 
are suddenly faced with costs they 
have never had to deal with, and 
being on time can also be difficult if 
they are depending on money from a 
scholarship," Shorty said. 
UNM's Lobo balloon 
offers rides to students 
Riding in a hot-air balloon can 
become a reality for UNM students 
with the desire to become airborne. 
UNM's Lobo balloon provides 
free rides to students who call Mar-
vin "Swede" Johnson's office at 
277-4041, for arrangements. Bring 
a bottle of champagne, for the after-
flight ceremonies, suggested Ron 
Curty, co-owner and commercial 
pilot. 
The Lobo balloon purchased in 
1979 for $20,000 is seven stories tall 
and has a capacity of 77,500 cubic 
feet of hot air. Although the balloon 
can hold four persons, itis insured to 
hold three persons, Curry said. 
The university did not want the 
responsibility of owning a hot-air 
balloon, so Curry and Gil Davis, 
also a commercial pilot, financed 
the balloon with a local radio sta-
tion, Curry explained. 
Lobo balloon pins arc sold by the 
university to generate money for a 
university fund and to pay back both 
balloon pilots and the radio station. 
The balloon debt is $4,500. After 
the $4,500 is paid, all the revenue 
generated by the pins goes to the 
university fund. 
In addition to giving. UNM stu-
dents balloon rides, the balloon de-
velops public relations and helps 
UNM recruit prospective students, 
Curry said. 
Curry and Davis provide pilot and 
provide propane for the Lobo bal· 
loon. Curry estimated they spend 
$500 to $1,000 on propane a year. 
"It's a nice way to make a contribll· 
tion to UNM," Curry said. 
The balloon is also flown at Lobo 
games. Commenting on people's 
reactions, Curry said, "It's fun to 
fly when the Lobos are winning. 
People yell nice things from their 
back yards. It's not so fun when the 
Lobos arc losing. People yell bad 
things." 
$5 REWAADI 
For ,. ,.., ,... tip till 
the WHir. SoutCB Will h 
held 1ttlf:tly confidential. 
Contact Eve c,..., N.w. 
Editor, •t 271-56511. 
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Vortex presents student director's production 
Stacy Green another 2_ 0 years before I get. some- what 't tak 
h . 1 es to put on a produc-w ere," he says with earnest eyes twn." 
Marionettes and Men begins this 
weekend at the Vortex Theatre 
Showtimes are 8 p.m. on Friday and 
Saturday and 2:30 on Sunday after-
noons. The show runs umil October. 
For tickets and information call the 
Vortex at 247-8600. 
Chris Overson appears drowsy af-
ter a catnap on a theatre couch but 
when talking about his "Mari~net­
tes and Men'' production at the Vor-
tex Theatre, the 22-year-old director 
and UNM student's conversation 
stirs with devoted energy. 
"I am resolved that this is a life 
commitment, that this is all there 
is," he says of his craft. "I feel I 
h~ve an eye, an ear ~or the stage. I 
ttunk I can commumcate my ideas 
about the stage to other people,'' 
Yet he is not unaware of his short-
comings. 
."I realize I'm young and it'll be 
App's paintings 
to be exhibited 
Jonson Gallery will hold an ex-
hibition of paintings by assistant art · 
Professor Timothy App on Oct. 9 
through Nov. 7. 
A reception will be held at the 
campus gallery on Oct. 8 at 5 p.m. 
~pp's large-scale paintingsmay be 
v1ewed from Tuesday to Friday, 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Weekend hours for 
Jonson Gallery are 1 to 5 p.m. 
Though his work is related to ear-
ly 1970s minimalist art, App said he 
feels closer in spirit to Mark Rothko 
and Piet Mondrian, early masters of 
this century. 
behind paint-speckled glasses. 
Overson says his weakness is in 
communicating with actors, Who 
may have each been taught a diffe-
rent me~od. It is a typical dilemma 
for any director. Learning the jargon 
of each method - from the Anton 
Cbekov to the Stl).nislavsky 
method - is something that ''only 
comes with age," Overson says. 
As a director, he has worked with 
only one.person who had more ex-
penence m tbeatre or was older than 
he, ~ut he in.tends to remedy that by 
?,ettmg a director's assistantship. 
When problems arise, r find my-
set~ not able to handle them as well 
as If I had been a director's assis-
tant." 
Explaining his relationship with 
the cast, he says, ''As well as being 
Big Daddy, I'm also a counselor. 
The role of director is many-sided. 
He's also got to be the friend con-
fidante, mediator." ' 
What gives a young student the 
courage to try to create his unified 
vision out of all the dissimilar 
threads represented in his corps of 
actors and technicians? "I believe in 
!'Je school of doing. As far as theatre 
IS concerned, you have to do it.'' His 
e~gerness to connect real experience 
With classroom rhetoric has not been 
met with. universal applause, 
"Probably 50 percent of the 
faculty at UNM would say I'm 
wrong because they believe I'm too 
young, I haven't learned enough ab-
out ·~eatre.' And I would agree. 
But I m also learning about all the 
elements that surround drama and 
·Rosa's Cantina 
In Algodones, 1.\T.M. 
(II..Ues aorth of Bera .. lllo oa hhray 811) 
The New Mexico Rock-A-Billy Beat 
Fri., Oct. a - Breakers 
Sat., Oct. 9 - AC Currency 
Fri., Oct. 15 - Breakers 
Sat., Oct, 16 -· Generics, 
"The clements" of a play are 
'Yhat really intrigue Overson. He be-
heves theatre should "emphasize 
th? senso~ elements of the script, 
bnng them mto a stronger light." He 
suppo.rts "the idea that the script is 
not enough in today's world where 
there's the stimulus of TV and c.ine-
ma to compete with. 
"I think we should wine and dine 
them (the.audience) and then slip the 
message m. Western theatre is too 
message-oriented," Overson says 
but adds that a play's message is 
indeed vital. 
What direction. will he take in fu-
ture projects? "I'm sure I don't 
know, I've got so many avenues to 
purs~e. I'm trying to find out what 
my kind of theatre is. On the whole 
I want a drama that can reach a lot of 
people.'' Particularly exciting to 
him is the idea of the mummer's 
play, s?mething like "Everyman," 
a med1eval play with very broad 
characters. It's "the truest form of 
th~atre; there's something very 
pnmeval about it,'' he says with en-
thusiasm bordering on reverence. 
It is this enthusiasm that assures 
one that Overson will illuminate that 
"_image in the fog," which he calls 
h1s dramatic vision. 
* *"' 
"~~onettes and Men" is a play 
Wlthm a play. "Escurial" is the in· 
ner motif, an allegorical dance with 
~eath between a king and his court 
Jesters. It also deals with a play-
wright's fears, hopes and life in 
theatre as he creates "Escurial." 
CHADWICKE ALL WHITE AND HIS ALLSTAR ORCHESTRA 
Conceptions Southwest 
UNM's fine arts/literary publication 
1982 issue on sale now 
$4 
Head Band, .Jet Girls 
Sat., Oct. 30 - Halloween 
Costume Dance the Philisteens 
lVo eover with valid IJ5M m 
Make the most of your good looks with 
BAUSCH & LOMB 
soft contact lenses. 
Eyeglass Wearers ... take your eyes 
out of hiding. Fee) confident again. 
Let your natural beauty shine 
through. You'll Jove the way Baush 
& Lorn b soft contdct lenses give you 
a whole new look on life. And 
they're water-drop soft and com-
fortable, tool Call for your fitting 
appointment today. · 
More people Wear Bausch & Lomb 
·' soft contact lenses than all other lire-~ brands of soft contact lenses com· · 
.-. binedl • 
CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES: 
Ulii·Soft Spherical Contact Lens (Polymacon)• 
$300-Soft 1'oric Contact 'Lens for Astigmatism. 
(Bufllcon)• 
$380·Soft Extended-Wear Contact Lens for 
NearsightedlltiiS (Bulilcon)• 
• Complete Price Includes: Visual Analysis • Clancorna Testing • Fitting 
and Dispensing of Contaet Lens • Initial Chemical Care Regime • Patient 
Care and F'ollow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales Tax 
Dr. Robert U. Quick and 
Dr. Dwight Thibodeaux 
Optometrists 
1020-A Eubank NE • 298-2020 
1\•orl{· illu.\lt<~tnl tu tl1:1 n h~·~lin••rwnt ur·· ·wt nft:r~· .. mlt WI'.Uiuu; sr.ff t.•r:1Wlllf'liw1 
"""'In lJJ• i.lTJrtt wlu!.· ~r~'C'fll:o~ or ,,i.lmtt.lnu 
l•hl HA,>t·h "11J 1.nm!J lnmrpur.l!C·<I 
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Arts 
Play leaves viewer with ~guilty conscience' 
Robert Sanchez 
La Cantina de Ia Mucrtc will show 
Oct. 8, 9, 14, 15 and 16 with all 
showings at8 p.m. Ticket prices are 
$4 for non-students and $3 for stu-
dents with a current UNM J.D., 
faculty, staff, ~·enior citizens and 
C<•nwry Club members. 
This play, written and directed by 
Jim Linnell ;tnd a continuution of his 
previous play, Death's Nose, is pre-
sently showing at Rodey Theatre. 
The play is by no means an ordin-
ary one. It resembles Mexican folk 
theatrical performances in many re-
spects. The characters all wear large 
masks or arc represented by pup-
pets. The characters' voices come 
from onstage actors, and in addition 
to taking on the characters' vocal 
representation, narrate the play. 
The play is about love and death, 
or so the audience is told by the 
narrators - Jack Alfonso, Donna 
Mayer, William Johnson, Mary Uli-
barri, Deborah Martinez- as the 
curtain rises. 
The character of love is repre-
sented by Teresa (Lisa Cutchen, 
voice-M<1ry Ulibarri), a kindly 
young woman who wants nothing 
out of life save for peace, love and 
her husband. Death is represented 
by La Mucrtc (Nick Fillah, voice-
Jack Alfonso), an evil-looking char-
acter made up of bones and flashing 
eyes. 
La Muerte opens up a cantina in 
' 
Teresa's town. (Teresa no longer 
lives in the town because the villa-
gers think of her ;~s nothing less than 
a goddess and she is afraid to be any 
less for them). La Muerte explains to 
his counterparts - his evil assistant 
Snayke (Diana Halperin, voice-
Donna Mayer) and his evil dictator-
mayor of the town P<~paloco 
(voice-William R. Johnson) -
that the townspeople would rather 
go to the cantina and have a good 
time than fight him. The people's 
only hope lies in their salvation by 
Teresa, who they believe to be so 
full of Jove and peace that she will 
never succumb to death and they 
will all eventually drive death out. 
La Muertc sees the people's re-
sistance to his efforts of gaining con-
trol, so he plots to capture Teresa's 
husband, El Bcbe (James Alba, 
voice-William R. Johnson), to 
draw Teresa to the cantina where he 
wlll make her tum away from love 
and peace, and the people's hopes 
will be lost. 
The plot is a good one. The story 
is like a fairytale at how good will 
always triumph over evil. 
But the plot is too simple. The 
characters of Teresa and La Muerte 
are forgotten when Teresa is cap-
tured in La Muertc's .cantina and 
love and death is preached to the 
audience through La Mucrte. The 
style of the actors, the elaborate cos-
tumes and the dancing of La Muerte 
keep the action moving, but it would 
have been preferable to let the audi-
ence figure things out for them-
selves. It would have been prefer-
able to leave the play with ahappy 
feeling knowing that love had trium-
phed again, rather than leave with a 
guilty conscience, 
The actors in their elaborate and 
well-designed costumes and masks 
gave an excellent performance, in-
cluding their dancing. 
The actors speaking the part of the 
characters, gave so convincing a 
performance that at times one shud-
dered at the emotion put in the scene. 
The only two comedic characters 
in the play were the most believable 
and the ones that were the most de" 
veloped. One was Bombecha, a car-
ryover from Death's Nose, sort of a 
misplaced joker from some royal 
court. The other was Luis, a very 
young, honest, Hispanic gas station • 
attendant. Luis was by far the most 
courageous character of the play. 
Yet his own love stemming from his 
love for his friends and Teresa was 
stifled. It seemed us though the focal 
point of love was Teresa and there-
fore the other characters could not 
grow. Luis should have been able to 
express himself- and his own 
growing love- more. 
Credit has to be given to Linnell 
and those that played the part of the 
Ragheads, evil henchmen of Papalo· 
co. (They were Maya Chafe, Jeff 
Rein, Mary Beth Roeder and Marcia 
Tippit). The Ragheads danced on 
stilts and were some of the most 
gruesome-looking creatures on 
ENGINEERING CAREERS 
Those superstars are our 
Field Engineers. Carefully re-
cruited. Thoroughly trained. 
The best in the world at what 
they do. 
Taking on the unusually 
heavy responsibility and enjoy-
ing the unusually high rewards 
this unique job offers. 
Schlumberger invented the 
wireline logging business in 
1927. Today we totally domi-
nate this demanding, high 
technology industry. Why? 
Our people. Field Engineers 
who are at this moment utiliz-
ing some of the world's most 
advanced technology to 
gather and interpret downhole 
data on well sites around the 
globe. Making decisions that 
involve untold millions of dol· 
Iars and the future of the 
world's energy supply. 
At Schlumberger, we believe 
such tasks belong in the hands 
of exceptional people. We 
understand the need to excel. 
For more information contact: 
Allen Jones 
Schlumberger Well Services 
4100 Spring VaHey Road 
Suite 303 
Dallas, 'fexas 75234 
(214) 385-4040 
We wlli be attending the 
Career Day Ocl. 9th. Slop by 
and meet with us! 
Exceptional People. 
Exceptional Techti'ology. 
stage. 
The audience heard excellently 
written music, composed by Parrel 
Randall, and the costumes made 
each scene unique and colorful. The 
costumes were designed by David 
Navarro Velasquez. 
peated themselves first saying one 
line in English, then one line in 
Spanish, and at times speaking 
either all Spanish or all English. 
If one does not mind the sermons 
in La Cantina de Ia M!lerte, or the 
confusing switching from English to 
Spanish and back again, the play 
would be very enjoyable. The ideas 
presented do send one home with 
almost a guilty conscience, but they 
do provoke thought about love. And 
that is probably just what Linnell 
wants to accomplish with his play. 
The language in the play was at 
times hard to follow. The characters 
jumped back and forth from Spanish 
to English, which of course is not 
uncommon in this part of the coun-
try. Yet, it was confusing at times, 
because the characters arbitrarily re-
Jeff Ale~ander 
PAPALOCO and Rag head Plot an evil scheme in La Cantina de 
Ia Muente, presented by UNM Theatre Arts Department. The 
play runs Oct. 8-9 and 14·16. 
You Can't Get It 
All In A Letter! 
Send the Daily Lobo 
Il
l For only $10.00 per year you can send the Daily 
Lobo to any address in the whole US of A. That I 
means all 75 papers published in semester I, all ~· 
7~ papers published in semester II, and even all . f, 
mne papers published during the summer ses- 'I 
sian will be mailed the day they are published. 1{ I 
That's 157 newspapers delivered home for only 
1 
./11 
.$10.00. 
Bring your $10 to our offi~e, Maron Hall .
1
' 
Room 131 (on Redondo Dr. between 
the journalism and biology buildings) any 
lime from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Monday through Friday or mail it lo UNM 
Box 20, Alb, N.M. 87131 
Sports 
Good grade point average part of athletics 
Dan O'Shea 
It is a myth that the cumulative 
grade point average for men and 
women athletes at UNM is sub.stan-
tially lower than those of other stu-
dents. 
Tom Brennan, assistant athletic 
director on academic and student 
affairs, said that as a group, female 
athletes' grade point average was 
"slightly higher" than that of 
women students last spring, The 
male athletes' cumulative GPA was 
below the average male student's 
"by a couple hundreths of a point." 
Brennan works primarily on the 
administrative duties, while Mary 
Ellen Kurucz is the athletic counse-
Symposium 
scheduled 
The UNM Intramural ''Get-
away'' Program is sponsoring a 
women's health symposium, Satur-
day, October 16 from 8:30a.m. un-
til 3 p.m. Registration fee is $7.00 if 
you register before Thursday, Octo-
ber 14 at 5 p.m. After that time, the 
fee is $8.00. 
Both men and women are invited 
to attend. Register in the Intramural 
office, room 230 in Johnson Gym. 
Guest speakers will include: Willet-
te Senter, R.D. of the Student 
Health Center, Poug Christ, South· 
west Sportsmedicine and Francis 
Steinberg, Ph.D, Lovelace Medical 
Center. 
UNM cross country ski coach 
Klaus Weber and assistant wrestling 
coach Kevin Finn will highlight the 
excercise portion. For more in- · 
formation call 277-5151. 
Entries are due October 13 for 
Men's and Women's Ultimate Fris-
bee, Co-ree softball and Men's and 
Women's arm wrestling. There will 
be a manager-participant meeting at 
4:15 p.m. in room 154, Johnson 
Gym. For more information, call 
277-5151. 
Tournament 
to be held 
On Friday, Oct. 8, beginning at 7 
p.m., a pool and ping-pong tourna-
ment will be held in the lower level 
of the New Mexico Union Building. 
Entry fee for UNM students will be 
$3.00, and $5.00 for the general 
public. Prizes will be awarded for 
first, second and third places in 
men's singles, women's singles and 
mixed doubles. Come enjoy either 
playing pool or ping pong, or watch 
top-ranked talent in the Albuquer-
que area! Questions? Call the SUB 
Recreation Office at 277-2331. Reg-
istration for the tournament is in the 
games area of the New Mexico 
Union. 
lor. "She is the mother figure to all 
the athletes. " 
Kuruc,; said, "In some respects 
it's true." She said she cares aboui 
the athletes and tries to support 
them. "I get on their case if they 
need it." 
"I enjoy seeing the athletes de-
velop pride in themselves and grow 
as human beings," she said. Time 
management is one of the main 
things she talks to athletes about. 
Both Kurucz and Brennan said that 
being a student - athlete is very de-
manding and that is comparable to 
attending college and working two 
jobs. 
There has been, according to 
Bren.nan, ~"drastic" change in the 
relahonshtp between academics and 
athletics at UNM since the athletic 
scandal in 1979. He thinks coaches 
are making a concerted effort to re-
cruit good students with athletic ta-
lent. 
Before the scandal, Brennan said, 
students were recruited only as 
athletes. ''There was no concem 
~ith their personal makeup. My job 
ts to promote the personal develop-
ment of students," he said. 
Approximately 430 student 
athletes are monitored to sec if they 
are making progress towards a de-
gree. Each athlete is required to pass 
24 credit hours a year or lose their 
athletic eligibility. 
Brennan credits the' 'support net-
work" being used to help the 
athletes with their academic prog-
ress. It includes the faculty, 
coaches, college deans, the financial 
aid office and Marvin "Swede" 
Johnson. Johnson, is the administra-
tive vice president for student 
affairs, alumni relations and de-
velopment, is the faculty representa-
tive. Brennan said the support net-
work helps integrate athletic and 
academic progress. 
Part ·Of the monitoring includes 
study tables, which arc available for 
all athletes. They are mandatory for 
freshmen on athletic scholarships 
and for junior college transfers, and 
are attended four days a week. There 
is a separate study table for the 
female athletes and the male 
athletes, except the football and bas-
ketball teams. Also, twice during 
the semester, any professor with an 
athlete in his class is asked to com-
plete a form on the athlete's progress 
in class. 
"I would like to provide them 
(UNM athletes) the opportunity and 
support to earn a degree," said 
Brennan. Ideally, he would like to 
have them all graduate, but, realisti-
cally, not all students or athletes 
graduate, he said. 
UNM freshmen athletes are be-
low the national norm in the Amer-
ican College Tests (ACT) scores, 
which puts them into basic skills 
(100 level) courses. Brennan said 71 
percent <Jf !he freshmen athletes are 
taking basic skills courses, coin-
pared with 57 percent of other 
freshmen. 
Last year, 30 UNM male athletes 
won the Western Athletic Confer-
ence scholar-athlete award, com-
pared to 24 the previous year. The 
awat'd is given to WAC athletes who 
attain a 3.0 GPA or higher and letter 
in a varsity sport. 
This is the beginning of Bren-
nan's third year at UNM. He re-
ceived his master's degree from 
Syracuse University, and was the 
assistant athletic director on 
academic and student affairs for five 
years there while working on his 
doctoral degree. He was president of 
the National Association of 
Academic Athletic advisors (N4A) 
last year and is editor of the National 
Advisor, which is published by 
N4A. 
A Natural High 
for a Low 6.99 
Mosie takes you higher for alowerpriceduring Record Bar's pre-recorded cassette sale. 
Take off $1.50 from our regular price and pay just $6.99 for our best sentng cassettes. 
Evezy pre"recorded cassette is guaranteed by Record Bar's exclusive. pro-rated 
. guarantee Tor one year after purchase. 
Let the music take you higher for lower prices during Record Bar's Cassette Sale, 
October 8-10. And that's not a lot of hot air. 
Bring this ad into Record Bar by October 10 and get 20% off 
the regular price on blank cassettes by TDK, Memorex., 
Maxell, BASF and Scotch. 
ReeordBat 
RECORDS, TAPES&' A LITTLE BIT MORI!: 
Coronado Center 
•· 
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Tension builds for UNM, BYU 
George 1'. Chavez 
Did you hear that? The safety 
va/w.>s just popped of the pressure 
eooker. The steam is building up and 
will explode tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. 
all over the field of University Sta-
dium in the form of red and blue 
jersey's in p1•rhaps the most impor-
tant football game in UNM history. 
The contest pits the UNM Lobos, 
4-0 and 2-0 in conference play, 
aga'inst the Cougars of Brigham 
Young which arc is 2-2 and 1-1. 
The tension and excitement has been 
building all week. Emotions always 
run high whenever these two teams 
meet, but there are other factors in-
volved in the game which makes it 
so important. 
The most important is winning the 
game. UNM is making its first se-
rious attempt at the conference title 
in a number of years. If they win it 
will be the best start for a Lobo team 
since 1945. A win would bring 
UNM natioal attention as well as 
some much deserved respect in the 
Western Athletic Conference. 
Another factor is the money in-
valved, CBS is going to televise the 
game in 10 states and is paying the 
home team (UNM) $144,000, Uni-
versity Stadium holds 30,646 people 
and could come close to selling out 
for the first time. As oflate Wednes-
day only 1000 tickets remained on 
sale. All in all, UNM stands to gain 
nearly a third of$1 million for Satur-
days contest. 
The Lobos are going into the 
game ranked sixth nationally in 
scoring with a per-game average of 
38.2. UNM is also 12th in total 
offense and rushing , averaging 433 
MILES of cable is being installed by CBS at University stadium for the regional telecast 
Saturday of the UNM-BYU contest. 
October Pride Fest 
UNM 
Homecoming 
1982 
Salute to: 
Classes of 
32,57, 72 
Date yourself by wearing 
costumes of those years. 
Listen to the past 
with live entertainment 
during noontime. 
Involve yourself 
and enjoy it! 
Get ready for: 
Noontime Entertainment: 
Oct. 18·22 
King & Queen Elections: 
Oct. 21 
Coronation and Pep Rally: 
Oct. 22 Noon 
House & Lawn Display Tour: 
Oct. 22, 7:00 pm 
Parade of ~obos Contest: 
Oct. 23 6:30 pm 
-====~~~~~~~;""""~===-~~~-=()~· ll-),'111!." .... ""'··J;o~ and much more! 
r¢i' IP'/-. It's for you! 
and 255 yards respectively. On de-
fense, the Lobos arc 20th, allowing 
291 yards per game, The defense 
will be playing without its leading 
tackler. Linebacker Jake Simpson 
will miss the game due to a serious 
ankle injury. 
The Lobos also have this week's 
WAC Player of the Week in quarter-
back David Osborn. Osborn has im-
proved steadily since the season be-
gan. Osborn has helped give UNM a 
multi-faceted offense, He not only 
has BYU worried about himself, but 
he has them worried about his run-
ning backs Michael Johnson and 
Mike Carter. 
For BYU, quarterback Steve 
Young is a one-man offensive 
machine. He is second in the nation 
averaging 338 yards per game and is 
rated 12th as a passer with a rating of 
137.0, As a team, BYU is third in 
total offense (486 yards per game), 
fourth in passing (308) and 15th in 
scoring(32.5).. Defensively, the 
Cougars are 23rd in total yards 
allowed, 
When asked how this years 
Cougar team compares with last 
years team, which beat UNM 31-7, 
Lobo .head coach Joe Morrison said 
they are as good if not better, defen-
sively. As for the offense he said 
they seem to run as much as they 
pass. 
After four straight victories Lobo 
fans must already realize what kind 
JAKE SIMPSON 
of team represents UNM; a tough -
willed and confident one. Since 
coming to UNM two seasons ago, 
head coach Joe Morrison and his 
staff have instilled a professional, 
winning attitude and an atmosphere 
of confidence and pride. It is an 
atmosphere that extends from the 
staff to the players and to the Lobo 
fan as well. 
BYU has won the WAC title 
seven seasons straight. This is the 
32nd meeting between the Lobo's 
and the Cougars. BYU leads the 
series 19-11-1. Both teams are com-
ing off of victories last weekend. 
UNM beat Air Force Academy 49-
37 and BYU defeated Texas El Paso 
51-3. 
It will be a war Saturday morning, 
a helmet- thudding, shoulder 
pad - popping affair. The Lobos 
will have to play their best to win. 
BYU tight end, Hudson 
presents threat to Lobes 
PROVO, Utah {UPI)- Brigham 
Young tight end Gordon Hudson is 
setting a modest goal for himself this 
year, catching only one more pass 
than his NCAA-record tying per-
fonnance from last season. 
When the 6-foot-4 Hudson came 
to BYU in 1980, he was playing 
behind All-Western Athletic Con-
ference tight end Clay Brown, who 
had 48 receptions for I ,009 yards 
and 15 touchdowns in his senior 
season. 
"I'd played on a veer team in high 
school and we moved to Utah during 
my senior year, so a lot of colleges 
lost track of me. Plus, I think I had 
only about 15 catches in my senior 
year, so there wasn'ta lot of interest 
in a blocking tight end," Hudson 
said. 
But the native of Kennewick, 
Wash., was recruited by Washing-
ton, Washington State, Idaho, Ore-
gon, Utah State and BYU. "It final-
ly came down to Utah State and 
BYU because I wanted to be in a 
passing offense," he said. 
In his freshman year, Hudson saw 
little playing time behind Brown. 
But, as a sophomore, he was moved 
into the starting lineup to fill the 
vacancy left by Brown's graduation. 
"I set a goal of 50 catches for last 
year, partly because I wanted to fin-
ish ahead of Brown and because I 
wanted to help us have a good year. 
But, after the first half of the season, 
1 didn't think I was going to make 
it, l I 
Hudson was catching only about 
three passes per game, "probably 
because I was the new man in the 
lineup and. Jim (McMahon) didn't 
know what I could do. I think he also 
had more confidence in the veteran 
wide receivers." 
But, by the end of 1981, Hudson 
and McMahon were a team. 
Hudson had 11 catches for 117 
yards and three touchdowns in 
BYU's 63-14 win over Colorado 
State, ninereceptios for 137 yards in 
the 13-3 win at Hawaii, and 13 
catches for two TDs and an NCAA 
record 259 yards in the Cougars' 56-
28 victory over Utah. 
lllMPRHofDICAL~ .• : \nfiimssiONSCUII 
277·6565 ~-::1)!. s.u.~. 24-D 
Coming next Thursday 
HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
EXPLORATION EVENING 
Undecided about a career in health? Come hear about a wide 
spectrum of professions and their academic requirements. 
Speakers include 
• Veterinarian 
• Dentist 
• Dental Hygienist 
• Nursihg 
• Physical therapy 
• Radiology Technician 
Thurs., Oct. 14, 7 to 9 pm, Ed. Bldg., Rm 101 
Sponsored by the Pre-Medical Professions Club 
Open to the Public 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
• 
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HPER enrollment on decline 
Dan O'Shea 
Despite increased enrollme11t at 
UNM, enrollment in Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
(HPER) classes has decreased from 
last fall, said Dr. Leon Griffin, 
chairman of the P .E. department. 
There was a 1 20-credit-hour de-
crease from fall 1981, when 9,649 
credut hours were taken. This fall, 
9,529 credit hours are being taken in 
HPER classes. 
NMSAggies 
to face Tulsa 
LAS CRUCES, N.M. (UPI)-
New Mexico State, featuring a 
standout defensive end who also is 
the second most effective punt retur-
ner in the NCAA, hosts Tulsa Satur-
day in the Hurricanes' Missouri Val-
ley Conference opener, 
The Aggies are 1-4 overall and 
1-l in conference play, with their 
first win coming at home last 
weekend, 26-17, over ILlinois 
State. Tulsa has posted impressive 
wins over Air Force, Oklahoma 
State and Kansas and lost only once, 
38-0 to Arkansas, in the second 
game of the season. 
Impressive on defense, 6-foot2, 
213-pound. Fred Young had six un-
assisted and two assisted tackles 
from his defensive end position last 
weekend. He also caused a fumble 
and two deflected passes. 
A creditable job, but not the prim-
ary one for which he will be remem-
bered. 
Against Illinois State, Young 
raced 57 yards for a touchdown with 
his first punt return, later making a 
32-yard return which he nearly 
broke off for another score. 
In all, he had I 06 yards returning 
the kicked football in that game. 
Adding a seven-yard return against 
Colorado State in his first appear-
ance as a runback artist, Young 
comes up with an average of 18.8 
yards per punt return. 
Only Louis Lipps of Southern 
Mississippi has If better average, 
with 21.5 yards per return. 
Aggies' Coach Gil Krueger cre-
dits Youngs "great hands," the 
same hands he wraps around oppos-
ing backs on defense, with a large 
measure of his success returning 
punts. Another advantage, says 
Krueger, is that Young "is an ex-
ceptional athlete who can do great 
things." 
Sharing the NMSU spotlight with 
Y ~ung as the Tulsa tussle begins 
will be Aggies' quarterback Jamie 
McAlister. He needs only one com-
pletion to tie Charley Johnson for 
second place among Aggie quarter-
backs in that category. 
The leader, Joe Pisarcik, had 445 
completions. Johnson had 311. 
ln its second win over the Big 
Eight this season, Tulsa last week 
defeated Kansas, :20-15, with Ken 
Lacy rushing for 159 yards and a 
touchdown and Michael Gunter con• 
tributing 95, including a scoring run 
of his own. 
Hurricane defensive tackle Carl 
Pendleton, wh<> was injured ih the 
game, is expected to be ready for the 
game at Las Cruces. Pendleton man-
ag~d t? b~ock a. field goal before 
bemg std~med With a sprained back 
muscle, 
"We seem to be really banged up 
for a team that is 3-I , " said Tulsa 
coach John Cooper. "We haven' 
had many serious injuries from the 
games, but a lot of guys are limping 
around after practice every day." 
~esently, the College of Arts and 
Sciences does not allow any credits 
fro~ HPER_ to count towards gra-
duation. Gnffin has been trying to 
get the college to reconsider and sees 
the formation of an ad hoc commit-
tee by the College of Arts and Scien-
ces as a possible sign of a policy 
change. "I think it will be positive 
and productive," Griffin said about 
the committee. 
There are four main departments 
ofHPER: health education, physical 
education, recreation and the basic 
instruction program, also known as 
the voluntary activity program. 
Although health education had 
the largest numerical decrease, 275 
credit hours, Griffin is more con-
cerned with the 149-credit-hour de-
crease in the recreation department. 
''In the last three years, recreation 
has suffered the greatest decrease in 
credit hours taken," Griffin said. 
The fact that a larger than normal 
number of students completed their 
degrees last year and that there is 
instability in the number of faculty 
members were the two main reasons 
Griffin g11ve for the decline. The re-
creation department staff lost two of 
its four members. 
The two new staff members are 
Dr. Liz. Stcfanics, a graduate of 
Ohio State University, and lecturer 
Teresita Aguilar, a graduate of 
North Texas State University, A 
new teaching assistant, Barbara De-
Wall, was also hired. 
In P.E., there was a 50-credit-
hour increase from last fall. The 
basic instruction program had "a 
slight increase'' of 254 credit hours 
from last fall, according to Griffin. 
In explaining his greater concern 
about the recreation decrease than 
the health education decrease, Grif-
fin said, "There is no question that 
credit hours in the health education 
area will increase. There is a great 
demand for those classes." 
HPER is one of nine departments 
in the College of Education. Griffin 
said, ''We produce one-third of the 
credit hours for a semester in the 
College of Education." 
Joe Cavnrotta 
STRETCH allows Kelly Fa.:kel to return an Oklahoma State 
player's volley yesterday during the University Volkswagen 
Tennis Invitational. UNM, Trinity, Oklahoma State, Arizona 
State, Arizona University, .Southern Methodist, and Colorado 
State will continue battling for the title through Saturday, 
""IWas like losin' a friend the day 
George Killian stopped brewin' the Red~ 
n old friend. if you 
ask me. For nearly a 
hundred years. the 
lads all overthis 
part of Ireland knew you 
could count on the Red. And 
count on the Red they did. 
"It was George Killians 
family who brewed it And 
for five generations. they 
was holdin' true to the taste. 
And if you ever had just a 
sip or two for yourself. you'd 
thank 'em for it. too. 
"But then came the black 
day George Killian stopped 
brewin' the Red. Some say it 
was the changin' times that 
backed him to the wall. 
"'Modernize: they said 
to George. 
"'Compromise: George 
said to them. 'And I'll have 
none of that Before I change the taste. I'll 
close the doors: 
''And dose the doors he did-though a 
few of the lads came close to tears. And 
George Killian came close to tears. himself. 
Or so they say. 
'Then something grand happened 
Over in America. Coors asked George 
if they could help him bring it back. 
"'Brew me Killian's Red?'George 
asked. 'Aye, I'd be proud to brew 
with you. If you be brewin'it my way: 
''Now Georges way was never 
the easy way. It means slow·roastin' 
the malts. Takin' a bit more time. 
And a bit more trouble. 
.. c\'i;to~, 
·~ 
"But thats what brings out the taste. And 
thats what brings out the glorious red color 
''And I hear thats just the way they're 
doin' it. One sip. they say, and you'll know 
they're brewin' it Georges way. Of course. 
.· . . brewin' the Red 
Georges way is just 
what the lads all 
expected. 
'They don'tfor-
get what George 
Killian always 
says:" 'I stopped 
brewin' it once. 
And I can stop it 
again:" 
KILLIAN'S RED 
One sip and you'll know. They're still hrewin'it Georges way. 
Not ~·l't i'l\1<11l.1ble l 0\'<!rywhcrc lt-1982 Adolph CtJor.-.. Corn pan~ Colden (O!(ltado l'ltHIII Sr('w('rof Fine Quality ~ef"'J Stnce IR,-1 
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Rates: 
SINGLES SPECIAL. COMFY $90 Bungalon. 262· 
17St. G11aranteed Sales. 10/11 
ARTISTIC $200 2·DR house. Fenced, patio. 262· 
175t.OuoranteedSales. 10/ll 
SHt\RE THREE BEDROOM house, Candelaria, 
San Pedro, pool, $175 plus half Utllites. Dave 881· 
9784. J0/12 
TWO BLOCKS TO campus, twQ-bedroom apt,, $220 
month includes utilities. 256-0675. 10112 
1 BLOCK FROM UNM: housemate needed, Female, 
non-smoker, $125 plus (last month's rent plus 50 
deposit), Patricio 247-9800. 10/12 
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share3·bedroom house 
In Ridgecrest orca (3 miles from campus). Yard, 
garage, washer and dryer, fireplace. Sl42 month plus 
VJ utilities and lleposit, Av~ilable Nov. I. Call Dan 
256-7864. 10/12 
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard 
N.E .. $200/mo,, for one person, $220/mo. fpr 2 
persons, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully 
furnished·security locks and laundry facilities. No 
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the 
evening, 266-8392. tfn 
5. ForSale 
1966 VW CAMPER Bus, runs real good, $1500 firm. 
Eves. 268-1500, 10/8 
MOTORCYCLE BATTERIES, EXCELLENT 
prices. 2S221st NW. 247-3656, 10/8 
4 UNM·BYU SO.yd line tic~ets for sale, $8 each, Call 
7. Travel 
MARY- O.K., I agree. Let's go on a trip to nor· 
thern Canada and see the sights. I'll put an ad in the 
Daily Lobo soon. We're sure to find some other 
people who want to go Jf we use the paper's 
ciassifleds. You pack the skis and I'll bring the 
lOIS cameras. 
8. Miscellaneous 
WOOL CARGO PANTS; J()()<l/o cotton union 
suits- Kaufman's, a Real Army-Navy Store, 265· 
7777. 10/13 
ClARK KENT, SORRY. l can't talk to you now. I 
have a date with Lois Lane, Superman. 10/8 
BALLOON BOUQUETS! HAVE our "BMOC" (Dig 
Monkey On Campus) give your favorite per•on a 
"Big Lift." Balloon Bouquets for all oc· 
cosions - Birthdays, Anniv~rsaries, Get Well, New 
Baby, or "Just Because I Love You.'' 298-5411.10/29 
CORDURAY PANTS SALE 250Jo off Dee Cee 
brand (regularly $16, now $1 1.99). Kaufman's, a Real 
Army-Navy Store, S04 Yale SE. 265-7777. 10/13 
9. Las N oticias 
CLUB? MEETING? ORGANIZATION Advertise in 
Las Noticias. tfn 
DII.NCE IN THE Subway Station, Saturday, Oct 9th, 
9 p.m.-l:Z;30 a.m., featuring the New·Rock, Driving· 
Pop sounds of "Lash LaRue.'' Admission: $2-UNM, 
u of A, and TV! students: $).general public. Nor. 
thwcst lower level, New Mexico Union. For more 
Information, call277-4056. 10/8 
SUD RECREATION BILLIARDS and Ping Pong 
Tournament Friday, Oct. 8th, 7 p.m. • completion, 
SUB Games Room. Entry Fee; $3 • UNM student 
w/l.D., $5 • general public, Lower !.,eve! New 
Mexico Union, UNM. 10/8 
UNM SPORTS FUNDING Board making ap-
propriations now, Pick up applications in room 242 
of the SUD, Deadline is 4 p.m. Oct. II. Q\lestions, 
call262-0947. 10/11 
BILLY l!ilDORO, GUITARIST 12 noon to 12:30; 
Liza Lopez, vocalist 12:30 • 1 p.m. New Mexico 
Union fountain. "SUD Recreation STUDENT 
TALENT SHOW Auditions.'' 10/8 
GSA SPECIAL COUNCIL Meeting- Sat., Oct. 16, 
9 a.m., Room 230 SUD. Meet with the candidates for 
focal and state offices. GSA Council will discuss 
possible endorsements following presentations by the 
candidates, Coffee and doughnuts will be served. All 
graduate students welcome. 10/8 
UNM SCIENCE FICIION Club again will meet with 
Alpha Centura, 7 p.m. Saturday, Alb. National Bank 
at Central and Washington NE. It will be a night at 
the movies with the screening of an extremely unusual 
and very weird SF ntm. It Is free to all new people. 
Call Craig, 842-8717 for more Info. 10/8 
17¢ per word per day or 
12¢ per word per day if run 
Hve or 1nore consecutive days. 
Mickey 25.~·1951. :0/8 1 
Deadline: 
1:00 Jl.m. of the day 
prior to the date of insertion. 
Marron Hall Room 131 
(ll<'tw<~en biology and journalism buildings) 
Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. 
Monday through Friday 
1. Personals 
1"111S IS IT! Ned's Lobo madness party with doncln' 
to Scratch and munchln' 50.ccnt dogs. There's 50. 
cent draft. beer too. De nn atletic supporter tonight at 
Ned's, 4200 Central SE. 10/8 
CIIAJ>PAR.;Ls, WE LOVED your greased 
highlights. Tile Te~us Twins. 10/8 
NF.•:o A DAND7 Paradlcc is professional, inex· 
pensive, onclloves to ploy college parties! 883·6786. 
10113 
IIEY liYU TEAM I Don't Ylill dare get a touchdown, 
you scumbugs. 10/8 
W•:IGIO'/EA TING PROBLEM groups, In for· 
mnlion: Dr. Ooodllve, 110 VassarS.E., 256-1553. 
lOIII 
CllY WOMEN'S SOCCER teams need players 
(three divisitJns). 26S·I470, 277·2583. 10/8 
PU.:GNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247• 
9819. tfn 
CON'fACTS·POLISIIING, SOI.UTIONS Casey 
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofW nshington. 
tfn 
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass 
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold 
rimless. SS4.SO (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians, 
5007 Menaul N.E., across from LaDelles. tfn 
UNM VOLLEYBALL TEAM: Kelly, •Terry, Linda, 
Sttlly, Jo Anna, Sandra, Lori and Shannon. Good 
luck in conference. 'V ou can do it. Love, H. W. 10/8 
PASSPORT, IDENTU'ICATION PHOTOS. Fast, 
inexpensive, pleasing. Lowest prices in town I Two for 
$5, Four for $7, Near UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley 
S.E., Comer Silver, or eall265·1323. tfn 
ACCURATE INJ'ORMATION ABOUT con-
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose, 
294-0171. tfn 
WIIO'S WHO APPLICATIONS now available at 
Student Activities, room 106, N.M. Union Building, 
277-4706. Due date-October 20, 1982. 10/20 
TRANSLATING; INTERPRETING, 
MULTILINGUAL services. Legal, Medical, 
Technical, Personal. 255·3345. 10/11 
RF.WARD OFFERED FOR IO.speed kid's Univega 
stolen out from under my son Sunday afternoon In 
TVI area. Red, 24", black grips and cables. Call242· 
7228. 10/11 
LOBOS ON TilE tube Saturday at Ned's. Watch all 
the action on our big screen TV and enjoy a great 
luncb too. Ned's is theec place for Lobo spirits! 4200 
Central SE. I 0/8 
GRAVY SUCKING PIGS! That's what BVU b. 
10/8 
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions nt Campus Police 
8;00 a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally. tfn 
3. Services 
VOIO: LESSONS. BEGINNING through advanced, 
Taught by degreed c.peratlc soprano. Call881·7347. 
10/15 
l4HOURTYPING,Jean881·0628. 10/26 
ECONOMICS TUTORING 877-6815. 10112 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English MA/editor. 
Vast experience with dissertations, papers, Editing 
available. 256-0916. 10/13 
1YPINGl41·7576. 10/12 
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and 
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E. 
26S-33) S. tfn 
QUAUlY TYPING. LOMAS-Tramway area. 85 
centsfpage. 299·1355. 12/13 
TYPING DONE FAST accurate, reasonable, 294-
3127. 10/8 
TYPIST, ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some 
genius. 242·3093. I0/30 
QA 1YPING SERVICE: a complete typing and 
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical, 
scholastlc, charts and tables. 345·2125. 12/13 
1YPIST·TERM PAPERS$,75, Resumes. 299·8970, 
10/29 
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, 
Dissertations, Term Papers, Resumes, Graphics. 831-
3181, 10/8 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, WORD processor, 
reasonable. 242·5472, 10/IS 
TYPERIGHT- PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
service265-5203. I0/11 
MATII 11JTORING CALL Robert- 242·9549. 
10/8 
lYPING NEAR UNM. Call 247-3519. 10/29 
4. Housblg 
TWO BEDROOM APT,, near UNM, furnished, 
utilities included, $250. 843·7091. .10/8 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. $115 plus !h 
utllitles; SIOO DO. Pam843-7011. 10/11 
ROOM FOR RENT$125. 299..()470. 10/13 
WALk TO CLASS, Giant $325 house, all utilities 
free. Stone flreplaceand more. 262·1751. Guaranteed 
Sales I0'/11 
FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft. office space across from 
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·9542 or evenings 
881·3974. tfn 
BELLSTAR HELMET, SANSPORT backpack, 
wrought iron table, 883-1194, 10/8 
REO CONCERT TICKETS call883-1194. 10/8 
KAWASAKI LTD 750. Best offer, must sell. 883· 
1194. 10/8 
FREE· LOVABLE GRAY kitten. Male, 7-weeks 
old. 298-8308 after 5 p.m. 10/12 
1980 YAMAHA SR500. Perfect coo~ition, 6100 
miles, $1175. 883-8689, 10/8 
MEN'S IO.SPEED. Excellent condition, $60. 2SS· 
7121. 10/8 
HONDA PASSPORT [C70] 1981, Blue, 2800 miles, 
excellent condition, $495, 292·5202. 10/12 
REO TICKETS. PLAYING on Sat., Oct. 16. Call 
842·8783. 10/14 
69 BUG, GOOD transportation, best offer. 294·"54, 
lOllS 
WIIETHER YOU'RE SELUNG your old comic· 
bo11k collection or the radio you got for high school 
graduation, Dally Lobo classified ads do the trick, tfn 
6. Employment 
QUALIFIED ARCHITECTUAL STUDENT wanted 
to desillll, submit to Architectual Control Committee 
and follow through construction for four-stall horse 
facUlty in Placitas. Requires a site plan, floor plan, 
elevations, and electrical, plumbing and material 
specifications. Please call Vicki or Gary, evenings at 
898-9142. 10/14 
WANTED: VERSATILE BAND to play Nov. 6 
evening. Call Joy 243·7475, Daryl296-3963 or Larry 
298..()122. 10/8 
PRINl' SHOP WILL train, great job for student. 
262-1751, Guaranteed Services. 10/11 
OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMER/year round. 
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. AU Fields. $5()(). 
$1200 monthly. Slghtseelna. Free Info. Write IJC Box 
52-NMI, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. 10129 
PERFECl OPPORTUNITY FOil Sttldent, c-. 
nothing to start. No selllnJ. No ~~~~-­
deliveries. No paperwork. Be your OWll bolr.'WM' 
your own hours. Great tax advanta&es, Mulmum 
return for minimum effort. Receive great discounts 
on hundreds of health and recreational products, 
Sound incredible? Well, here's something even more 
amazing. Tile information is also FREE. Send Self· 
Addressed Stamped Envelope to: Oreal Oppor• 
tunities, Dept. 1-A, Box 139, Santa Cruz, NM 87567. 
10/11 
STUDENT JOBS AVAILABLE. Part or full time, 
eaii262·17SI. Guaranteed Services. 10/11 
TEACHERS AID. CALL 262-1751. Ouaranieed 
Services. 10/11 
CRUISE SHIP JOBSt Oreal income potential. All 
occupations. For lbformatlon call (602) 998..()426, 
ext. 924. 10/8 
WAITRESS, WAITERS, FLEXABLE hours near 
UNM. 262·1151. Guaranteed Services. 10/11 
RECEPTIONIST, SECRETARIES, FULL and part 
time positions. 262·1,1. Guaranteed Services. 10/11 
STUDENT VOLUNTEERS NEEDED in community 
human service agencies. Call256-166l or247-0497, or 
go to 1801 La!; Lomas NE. 10/26 
WE NEED A male vocalist bndl If you can sing 
Priest, Maiden, Scorpions, etc., call John 296-3004. 
Opportunity of a lifetime. 10/12 
R.S. LET'S GET between the sheets tomorrow night. 
T.S. 10/8 
THERE'S ALWAYS SOMt.'TING going on in the 
Dally Lobo personals. JtJin the $Ometimes weird, but 
fun exchange today. tfn 
~~c~~~~:!!:~;~a:o::~::~!gf!! '· c'j-~~~~~-e~\:-·.~\ , -~--~~ ':1 ... -'t-.~·~"., downtown. llus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom .~ . ..;.)'.:, _ ~ u 
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe 
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation 
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult ) ~· ~· 
couples, no pets. 1520 UnlversityNE. 243·2494, tfn .$_ j' - .~ 
UNM 1 BDR. S170.00 per mo. Gas furnished. No 7---._,.. ~ss_.·88olb, j 
pets. Call 293·1070, After 5:00pm. 10/8 
ROOMMATE WANTED, :Z.BEDROOM $95/montll '-----.;/~_B;l,e ,1/~~ OJ 
plus. Pets welcome. Debbie 242·1249. 10/12 -;:::==:::::::::::=:=:::=======; 
2. Lost & Found 
REWARD OFFERED FOR IO.speed.Kid's Unlvega 
stolen out from under my son Sunday Dfternoon in 
TVI area. Red, 24", black grips and cables. Call242· 
7228 10/11 
BOB; TIIANKS FOR finding my gold bracelet, 
Tamara(Tilml). 10/8 
HARRY'S PLACE 
(Central at Vale) 
LET'S BEAT BYU 
Meet at Harry'• 
after the game 
for 
LOBO HOUR 
COORS PITCHERS 
$1.50 
with food purchue 
ALL DAY SATURDAY 
IIi BLOCK FROM Campus. Fully furnished, 
(ompletely redecorated 2 bedroom apt. Utilities paid. 
266-00ii. lOIII 
C::ov-ered 
Wlragon 
Makers of Handmade 
Indian Jewelry 
OLDTOWN 
,.-------~~-----, 
I· ~ I 
II \ II CITY I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza I 
1 & A Large Soft Drink I 
I $1.65 I 111111 -...~oc~~y 
1
1 
127 Harvard SE I 
., 1111. a. 111 C1Mr11 . . 1 , __________ _, ___ .. 
'WORLD 
WAR II 
BALLOONIST 
WING. 
$5.50 
,~ ~t1l~)fJIJ\r,._l 
~~ 1\'liS'I' ~~ 
Army-Navy Goods 
504 Yale SE 
2654777 
TOP DOG IS OPEN 
LOMAS AT YALE 
r--------------~ 1\Vhen You \Vant The Best 
: COLOR PICTURES 
I Chroma-Color Labs l Fint'st Custom Photo Lab 
~~· ~n :::,;::~/n 
~ 
I 
..t. ~tJfHAN'-• 
,. w•~,,. -~ 
14116 Lomas NE 266-0261 I 
I 10% OFI~ I ARMY-NAVY GOODS I all wr\'il'l'S with this ad I 
., __ ...,. ____________ . 
504 YALE SE 
265-7777 
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Fasteners 
6Colllde 
10 Impudence 
14 " ... to fetch 
--·· 
15 Circuit 
16 Boast 
17 Rhythm 
18 Casino city 
19 Sicily town 
20 Was curt 
221deal 
24 Fewest 
261ntrudes 
27 Woodsman 
30 Comp. pt. 
31 Asian chiefs 
32 Nova Scoti-
an, e.g. 
37 US Treas. gp. 
38 Hobby fan 
40 Greek letter 
41 Practiced 
43 Baked item 
44 Perch 
45 Puts back 
48 Dor 
51 Descend 
521n a body: 
2words 
54 Allots 
58 Mine tunnel 
59 Statue 
61 Go quickly 
62 Function 
63 Biblical 
giants 
64 Erne 
65 Teetotalers 
66 NL All-Stars 
67 Sailboat 
DOWN 
1 Cudgels 
2 Agape 
3 Asian fra 
41mbibes 
5 Hillsides 
6 Pet foods 
SATURDAY'S 
PUZZLE SOLVED 
7 Utah native 28 Monster 47 Hurls 
8 Bill of fare 29 Skin problem 48 Goatee 
9 Complaints 33 Pedestrian 49 Witch of -
10 Rod areas 50 A Bronte 
11 Golfer Palm- 34 Handy 53 Author 
er, to friends 35 Raison d'- Ferber 
12 Asdic 361nformers 55 Kind of 
13 Ballet birds 38 Goes under dancer 
211ngest 39 Kind of well 56 -
23 Attack 42 Fortunes contendere 
25 Businessmen 43 Current 57 Dance move 
27 Blondish 46 "May Day!" 60 Grain 
